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Introduction 
On the 29
th
 of August, 2002, the President of Colombia, Álvaro Uribe, sent a short letter 
to Manuel Reyes, producer of champeta music in Cartagena de Indias, congratulating him 
for the success of the band Champeta All Stars which had been touring in Europe. In the 
last of three sentences, the president wrote: ʻI encourage you to keep on making the best 
of and reconstructing our Afro-Colombian culture and achieving success on a national 
and international levelʼ.1 This quote may sound like a friendly appreciation of cultural 
work but it was a long and rocky way to come to this point. The musical genre champeta, 
born on the Colombian Caribbean coast, was not always object of praise and goodwill. In 
fact, it suffered mistrust, refusal and discrimination in its existence of about thirty-five 
years.  
Champeta emerged in the 1980s as a fusion of local Afro-Colombian music styles 
with African and Afro-Caribbean music, which was imported to the Caribbean coastal 
cities of Barranquilla and Cartagena de Indias since the late 1960s. The development of 
champeta resembles other Colombian music styles which show an African-derived basis 
and appeared in the twentieth century in the way that initially it was discriminated against 
and rejected by the elite and developed under repressive social conditions. However, the 
history of champeta differs significantly from other musics because, despite of the 
immense local success on the coast, it was never ʻwhitenedʼ, i.e. homogenised, and 
incorporated into mainstream society, as happened with many earlier music styles, like 
cumbia and vallenato. Today, champeta is the one music from the Colombian Caribbean 
coast and highly fancied by an Afro-Colombian community of any age, increasingly 
putting a spell on non-blacks, as well. Despite being highly celebrated on the coast, in the 
biggest cities of the interior champeta is still marginalised and not recognised as a music 
suitable for the whole Colombian society.  
Gerhard Kubik notices that some music styles which are performed by the lower 
classes stay within the lower classes and some have climbed the societal ladder.
2
 The 
overarching question this thesis engages with is why champeta did not become popular at 
the national level despite its immense local popularity. Champeta was extremely popular 
                                                        
1
 The original reads: ‘Los animo a seguir aprovechando y reconstruyendo nuestra cultura afro-colombiana y 
alcanzando éxitos a nivel nacional e internacional.’ Álvaro Uribe Vélez, Letter to Manuel Reyes Bolaños, 
Bogotá, 29 August 2002. 
2
 Gerhard Kubik, Angolan Traits in Black Music, Games and Dances of Brazil. A Study of African Cultural 
Extensions Overseas (Lisbon 1979) 9. 
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at the local level but did not become accepted beyond, like other Afro-Colombian music 
styles from the Caribbean coast in the twentieth century. Why? 
My investigations, presented in the following chapters, will show that champeta 
did not go through a ʻwhiteningʼ process like other music styles before, a fact that 
impeded its acceptance by Colombian mainstream society. Explanations for this may be 
found in the connectedness of champeta to the African diaspora and the contribution of 
globalisation processes. The same reasons may also account for the very high popularity 
of this music in the region under analysis. Success and popularity, in this context, mean a 
broad acceptance of the music by the local or national population measured by the 
consumption of this music, e.g. the frequency champeta sounds in (communal) parties, on 
the streets and in the radio, and the demand and attendance of concerts and shows of 
champeta singers.  
In international academia, music and topics of popular culture are often seen as 
trivial in comparison to other, more ʻseriousʼ approaches, like political and economic 
history. However, I have noticed that social dynamics reflect themselves in music and 
other cultural expressions. This is particularly true for a context like the one Colombia 
offers because music constitutes an important and always very visible (audible) part of 
daily life, and hence, has the potential to act as a mirror of (Colombian) society. Theodor 
Adorno concedes culture a functional relationship within society and sees music as a 
dimension of wider social processes.
3
 In this spirit, I quote the record label Analog Africa 
stating that ʻ[t]he story of Colombiaʼs African revival, and its accompanying soundtrack, 
form but one prism through which the portrait of race and class divisions can be 
understood in what is today Latin Americaʼs third largest economyʼ.4 But music provides 
not only a platform to display social and cultural dynamics; it has also the power to shape 
social and political action. Sheila Whiteley et al. stress that music possesses connective 
power and can provide a shared sense of collective identity. Music can shape identities, 
create self-assurance, and a feeling of community and solidarity,
5
 especially amongst 
people who share historical experiences, like the inhabitants of the African diaspora. 
                                                        
3
 Theodor Adorno, ‘Culture and Administration’, in: Idem, The Culture Industry. Selected essays on mass 
culture (London and New York 2001) 107-131, 108; Theodor Adorno, ‘On the Social Situation of Music’, 
in: Idem, Essays on Music (Berkeley and Los Angeles 2002) 391-436, 391. 
4
 Lucas Silva, ‘Afrobeat and Psychodelia in Colombia’, Diablos del Ritmo. The Colombian Melting Pot, 
1960-1985 (booklet accompanying CDs by Analog Africa) (Frankfurt 2012) 8-16, 14. 
5
 Sheila Whiteley, Andy Bennett and Stan Hawkins, ‘Introduction’, in: Idem, Music, Space, and Place. 
Popular Music and Cultural Identity (Aldershot and Burlington 2004) 1-22, 4. 
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Theory 
The aim of this thesis is to detect and to explain the historic, social, and cultural 
circumstances in which the emergence and development of champeta took place, and to 
assign this music its place within the musical landscape of the Colombian Caribbean 
coast. Five factors may explain the local and regional popularity as well as the national 
rejection of champeta. In the first place, Pierre Bourdieuʼs concept of distinction will be 
consulted to analyse why champeta music was from the beginning rejected by the middle 
and upper classes. Rejection and discrimination of Afro-descendant and indigenous music 
was daily routine since the very beginnings of colonialism and slavery in the Americas. 
Cultural rejection often happens when members of a dominating social group cannot 
identify with or emotionally feel too remote from the culture of another group. As Tony 
Bennett puts it in the introduction to Bourdieuʼs Distinction, representatives of the same 
social group tend to have similar tastes with regard to ʻall forms of symbolic practiceʼ. 
Out of these ordered tastes emerges a social logic which causes and organises divisions 
between people with different tastes. On top are the ones whose tastes are considered 
ʻnobleʼ by the educational system, on the bottom those whose tastes are marked with a 
lower status.
6
  
Secondly, according to Bourdieu, the arts have a socially recognised hierarchy 
which corresponds to the social hierarchy of the consumers. He states that there exist 
struggles between different groups that possess different ideas of culture and even have 
different possibilities to acquire culture. Bourdieu claims that ʻ[c]onsumption is, in this 
case, a stage in a process of communication, that is, an act of deciphering, decoding, 
which presupposes practical or explicit mastery of a cipher or codeʼ.7 Following this 
thread, when communication between members of different classes is misunderstood, 
cultural expressions will be misunderstood. Gerhard Kubik follows Bourdieu explicating 
that music represents the picture of the plurality of communication systems. Its code-
systems are culture-bound and conditioned for intra-cultural reception. That is why, cross-
culturally, music is regularly misunderstood.
8
 In the analysis, Bourdieuʼs neglect of ethnic 
concerns will be complemented by considerations by Sandra Trienekens on the relation of 
                                                        
6
 Tony Bennett, ʻIntroduction to the Routledge Classics Editionʼ, in: Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction. A Social 
Critique of the Judgement of Taste (London and New York 2010) xvii-xxiii, xix-xx. 
7
 Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction. A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste (London and New York 2010) 
xxv. 
8
 Gerhard Kubik, Theory of African Music, Vol. II (Chicago 2010) 1. 
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class and ethnicity.
9
 She follows John Hall in his call for an alternative theorisation of 
ʻcultural structuralismʼ.10 
Thirdly, the reasons for non-whitening and the great regional success will be 
explained by reflections on the African diaspora, the increasing visibility of black 
communities, and globalisation. Colombia, a country considered and considering itself as 
mestizo and Andean rather than Afro and Caribbean, has always emphasised whitening 
processes. Historically, this term means that under Spanish dominance, regional culture 
oriented itself towards Catholic and Spanish standards to large extent.
11
 Contemporary 
whitening processes are to be understood as the assimilation of ethnic expressions of 
minority groups to the white majority. 
In the fourth place, although nobody has so far managed to give a satisfying 
answer to the question why African music enjoyed so much popularity in Cartagena and 
Barranquilla, Elisabeth Cunin gives a thought-provoking impulse. She states that the 
records of the years 1950 to 1980 personify a certain ʻAfrican modernityʼ which includes 
the numerous independences and processes of urbanisation.
12
 Deborah Pacini Hernández 
engages with this question more thoroughly. She states that the original salsa which had 
been listened to in the fiestas de picó (communal parties) before the arrival of African 
music reached its commercial peak in the mid-1970s and was soft-washed by the 
replacement of intensive Afro-Caribbean percussive elements by stylised, repetitive 
arrangements and boring romantic lyrics, a process which left a cultural vacuum which 
could not be filled by the upcoming vallenato.
13
 
In the fifth place, the development of champeta and the self-perception of the 
Afro-Colombian artists attribute Colombia a place within the Caribbean cultural 
landscape. Michael Zeuske states that this cultural Caribbean, also Black Caribbean, 
emerged out of the new cultures which were created by the displaced African people. It is 
a Caribbean culture rather than an African culture because nowhere since the arrival of 
                                                        
9
 Sandra Trienekens, ʻʻColourfulʼ distinction: the role of ethnicity and ethnic orientation in cultural 
consumptionʼ, Poetics 30 (2002) 281-298, 283. 
10
 John Hall, ʻThe capital(s) of cultures: a nonholistic approach to status situations, class, gender, and 
ethnicityʼ, in: Michèle Lamont and Marcel Fournier (eds.), Cultivating Differences. Symbolic Boundaries 
and the Making of Inequality (Chicago 1992) 257-285. 
11
 Peter Wade, Blackness and Race Mixture. The Dynamics of Racial Identity in Colombia (Baltimore and 
London 1993) 91. 
12
 Elisabeth Cunin, ‘De Kinshasa a Cartagena, pasando por París: itinerarios de una ‘música negra’, la 
champeta’, Aguaita 15-16 (2006-2007) 176-192. 
13
 Deborah Pacini Hernández, ʻSound Systems, World Beat, and Diasporan Identity in Cartagena, 
Colombiaʼ, Diaspora. A Journal of Transnational Studies 5:3 (2006) 429-466, 438. 
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the first black people the roots and cultural elements were preserved entirely.
14
 Mosquera 
and Provansal see the cultural power of the Caribbean in that it witnesses the back and 
forth-movements of musical and cultural phenomena between African and itself. It 
symbolises a cultural and geographical space of cultural and ethnic mestizajes. The 
contemporary African legacy is part of what represents the Caribbean.
15
 
So, due to its history, the Caribbean itself presents the biggest part of the African 
diaspora, both in terms of geography and in population numbers of African descendants. I 
disagree with Darío Tejeda who identifies slavery and slave trafficking as the one key 
element for the creation of a shared history and shared cultures amongst the diaspora 
inhabitants.
16
 Rather, I follow Paul Gilroy who points out that the cultural system of the 
Black Atlantic is based on the shared experiences of displacement, exile, and oppression 
and less on the experience of slavery (which of course also plays an important role). This 
cultural system inspires a transnational identity which functions as a connector within the 
African diaspora in the Americas, the Caribbean, and in Europe.
17
 I would add that the 
experience of resistance is a fundamental source of cultural identity as well because it 
draws the Caribbean inhabitants as active agents of their history rather than just passive 
victims yielded to their destiny.  
One defining characteristic of the growth of black communities worldwide is the 
rising awareness of the existence of an African diaspora. Connectivity to other black 
people has to be felt and articulated. This linkage reaches out from local relations to 
envision a black identity and Afro-descendant interests as something which is shared by 
many around the globe. On a broader scale, this is a political vision but for the lives of 
individuals it refers to something that arises out of everyday practices. Belonging to an 
African diaspora is no longer defined by original kinship but by a shared presence.
18
 This 
connectivity occurs through encounters and music can act as such an encounter.  
To sum the given hypotheses up, firstly, champeta did not become popular 
because it was a black music and blackness was not seen as popular. Secondly, champeta 
was lower-class music and in its culture not understood by the higher classes. Thirdly, 
besides the non-understanding, it was not accepted because the proponents of this music 
                                                        
14
 Michael Zeuske, Schwarze Karibik, Sklaven, Sklavereikultur und Emanzipation (Zurich 2004) 12-13. 
15
 Claudia Mosquera and Marion Provansal, ʻConstrucción de Identidad Caribeña Popular en Cartagena de 
Indias a traves de la Música y el Baile de Champetaʼ, Aguaita 3 (2000) 98-113. 
16
 Darío Tejeda, ʻEl Jazz y la música caribeñaʼ, in: Julián Ruesga Bono (ed.), Jazz en Español. Derivas 
hispanoamericanas (Mexico 2013) 113-167, 115-116. 
17
 Paul Gilroy, The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness (Cambridge 1993) 81. 
18
 Robbie Aitken and Eve Rosenhaft, Black Germany: The Making and Unmaking of a Diaspora 
Community, 1884-1960 (Cambridge 2013) 348-349. 
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could not be ʻwhitenedʼ like other parts of the Colombian population. This non-
acceptance was not directly due to open discrimination against the black population, but it 
was rather the diversity within the Colombian population that made its acceptance 
difficult. Fourthly, champeta came to symbolise independence and urbanisation. Hence, it 
was the music of a resistance movement and thus perceived as threatening the social 
order. And finally, champeta may have been born in Colombia, but it is a music strongly 
influenced by Caribbean and African music. These Caribbean and African elements are 
consciously and constantly strengthened, which in turn makes it difficult for Colombian 
society to fully embrace it. In this thesis, I test to which extent these explanations hold 
true. 
  
Historiography 
The history of Colombian music has only partially been written. This is even more true 
for Afro-Colombian music whose historiography clearly lacks great many parts. Although 
the Colombian higher education system is a good one and particularly on the Caribbean 
coast the share of scholars and academics with African descent is pleasantly high, 
scholarly interest in cultural issues of ethnic minority groups has only recently risen. With 
regard to this thesis, on the one hand, Afro-Colombian history has not received sufficient 
attention and, on the other, Colombian music history, in general, has very much been 
neglected. These two issues combined, the research landscape of Afro-Colombian music 
appears to be rather flat. Interestingly, individual interest in the history of African music 
in Colombia and Afro-Colombian music is punctually so strong that record label owners 
and self-proclaimed musical researchers take over the tasks of historians, do meticulous 
research themselves and provide research results which draw near academic quality. 
Record label owners Samy Ben Redjeb and Lucas Silva and radio announcer Sidney 
Reyes contribute their knowledge in this form to the present thesis. 
 In his monograph Music, Race, and Nation: Música Tropical in Colombia,
19
 Peter 
Wade asks why music styles from the Caribbean coast have become Colombian music 
although they were black and not compatible with national identity and shows how the 
topic of race and racism can be displayed through music. He also wrote a significant part 
of the booklet accompanying the two CDs on Afro-Colombian music released by the 
                                                        
19
 Peter Wade, Music, Race, and Nation. Música Tropical in Colombia (Chicago and London 2000). 
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German record label Analog Africa in 2012.
20
 However, he does not deal with those 
music styles that ʻdid not make itʼ but only with the few that managed to become 
nationally popular. He does not cover champeta in detail but admits that it is of great 
interest in tracing the interconnectedness of music, race, and nation. Besides Wade, there 
are few scholars who have worked with champeta in a historical, anthropological or 
sociological approach on a comparable level.  
 
 
Figure 1: Radio announcer and music collector Sidney Reyes with Viola Müller at the radio 
 station Benkos FM Stereo in Barranquilla, March 2015. Source: Own photograph 
 
Elisabeth Cunin investigates in Identidades a Flor de Piel
21
 race relations and cultural 
identity in Cartagena. She discusses the position of mestizaje between acculturation and 
multiculturalism and traces the socio-racial structure back to colonial times. She deals in 
one entire chapter extensively with champeta and its projection towards the Caribbean. In 
her article on champeta, ʻDe Kinshasa a Cartagena, pasando por Parísʼ,22 Cunin discusses 
the relation between the ʻblackʼ and music as well as the appropriation of the global by 
the local. With numerous examples, she tries to explain the success of champeta in 
Cartagena but retraces the history, the social essence, and the different local and 
international developments of this music with the help of three individual actors only. 
                                                        
20
 Peter Wade, ʻThe Evolution of Colombiaʼs Tropical Soundʼ, Diablos del Ritmo. The Colombian Melting 
Pot, 1960-1985 (booklet accompanying CDs by Analog Africa) (Frankfurt 2012) 35-40. 
21
 Elisabeth Cunin, Identidades a flor de piel. Lo negro entre apariencias y pertenencias: categorías 
raciales y mestizaje en Cartagena (Bogotá 2003). 
22 Elisabeth Cunin, ‘De Kinshasa a Cartagena, pasando por París: itinerarios de una ‘música negra’, la 
champeta’, Aguaita 15-16 (2006-2007) 176-192. 
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Deborah Pacini, in ʻSound Systems, World Beat, and Diasporan Identityʼ23 
discusses the picó (sound-system) phenomenon and the emergence of champeta music in 
the context of the African diaspora. She states that champeta played its part in 
constructing a collective diasporan identity which the Afro-Colombians had not dealt with 
before. Claudia Mosquera and Marion Provansal analyse champeta according to its 
ʻothernessʼ. They describe the immense creativity and capacity of a cultural mestizaje and 
conclude that champeta lovers are moving towards the Caribbean which provides them 
with a reference point to identify with other than the Colombian nationhood.
24
 These 
contributions are anthropological texts and lack a historical depth.  
Ana María Ochoa arranges champeta in the order of black Colombian music 
styles, stating that historically, they have been the most well-established and popular 
musics in the country. She attributes champetaʼs popularity to the fact that it is the picó 
which spreads champeta music, not the radio.
25
 The contextual background to this 
Ochoaʼs claim is provided by Elssy Bonilla de Ramos who analyses the industrial sectorʼs 
control over media in Colombia. She concludes that the radio is foremost a promoter of 
consumption; the content is secondary. This is why music broadcasted in the radio does 
not necessarily reflect the demand of the listeners.
26
 Ligia Aldana adds the article ʻSomos 
Afroʼ based on cultural theory. She claims that champeta allows the black Colombians to 
achieve a cultural identity through alternative modes of production and distribution. This 
alternative approach allows, therefore, a new concept of modernity distanced from the 
normative modernity of Colombian mainstream.
27
  
Additional literature not directly concerned with champeta music may be useful to 
assign this thesis its place within the historiography of Colombian music. In his work on 
Colombian Folk Music, Andrés Ramón presents the peculiarities of music from the 
Atlantic region, and explains the linkages to instruments and rhythms of African 
descent.
28
 Carolina Santamaría, in Bambuco, Tango and Bolero, examines the use of 
aesthetic judgements to establish social differences in terms of ethnicity, class and gender. 
                                                        
23
 Deborah Pacini Hernández, ʻSound Systems, World Beat, and Diasporan Identity in Cartagena, 
Colombiaʼ, Diaspora 5:3 (2006) 429-466. 
24 Claudia Mosquera and Marion Provansal, ʻConstrucción de Identidad Caribeña Popular en Cartagena de 
Indias a traves de la Música y el Baile de Champetaʼ, Aguaita 3 (2000) 98-113. 
25
 Ana María Ochoa Gautier, ʻDisencounters between Musicʼs Allure and the Expediency of Culture in 
Colombiaʼ, Latin American Research Review 48 (2013) 12-29. 
26
 Elssy Bonilla de Ramos, ʻRadio and Advertising in Colombiaʼ, Journal of Popular Culture 14:3 (1980) 
486-496. 
27
 Ligia S. Aldana, ʻʻSomos Afroʼ: Champeta Music as a Means for Cultural/(Political) Organization for 
Afrodescendants in Colombiaʼ, Callaloo 36:2 (2013) 391-402. 
28
 Andrés Ramón, Colombian Folk Music in an International Context. An Overview (MA thesis, Iceland 
Academy of Arts, Reykjavik 2010). 
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She compares the upcoming mass consumption in the midst-twentieth century with the 
socio-political struggle in Medellín.
29
 Hernando Cepedaʼs work on rock music in 
Argentina and Colombia claims that the initial imitation of North American rockʼnʼroll 
and the countryʼs subsequent creation of their own rock music is a mirror of globalisation 
and modernity in Latin America.
30
 In addition, Lise Waxer analyses how popular cultural 
practices are shaped by urbanisation and social change in the twentieth century. Her 
analysis of salsa in Cali can be connected to champeta because she assigns the former a 
transnational identity which functions as a state of exclusivity from national culture. 
Waxer, moreover, claims that cultural contradictions are characteristic of Latin Americaʼs 
engagement with modernity.
31
  
I am going to add to the literature several aspects which have not been raised 
before: a detailed account of the early history of champeta music and its main 
protagonists; the part Barranquilla plays in the development of champeta music and the 
interplay between this city and Cartagena; the impact of globalisation on the music as 
well as on the socio-political situation of the Afro-Colombians; the contribution of the 
palenqueros (people from San Basilio de Palenque); comparisons with other Colombian 
twentieth-century musics like cumbia and vallenato, and the topic of ʻwhiteningʼ of music 
styles in the country; the reasons for the non-integration of champeta into the national 
music scene; the connection to social movements in the US and South Africa; and a deep-
going embedment of champeta within the African diaspora in the Caribbean.  
 
Research Methods 
The main part of this thesis is based on data collected in Bogotá, Cartagena de Indias, and 
Barranquilla, over a period of four weeks in February and March 2015. The focus lies on 
the attitude of the mainstream society towards Afro-Colombian music and is wrapped in 
theoretical approaches like Pierre Bourdieuʼs concept of Distinction and considerations 
on the connective power of the African diaspora and on globalisation. 
A total of 25 interviews were conducted. Fifteen of them were taken in the 
mentioned Colombian cities during the research stay, one was done a year earlier in 
                                                        
29
 Carolina Santamaría Delgado, Bambuco, Tango and Bolero: Music, Identity, and Class Struggles in 
Medellín, Colombia, 1930-1953 (PhD dissertation, University of Pittsburgh 2006). 
30
 Hernando Cepeda Sánchez, Imaginarios Sociales, Política y Resistencia. Las Culturas Juveniles de la 
Música Rock en Argentina y Colombia desde 1966 hasta 1986 (PhD dissertation, Freie Universität Berlin 
2011). 
31
 Lise Waxer, The City of Musical Memory: Salsa, Record Grooves, and Popular Culture in Cali, 
Colombia (Middletown 2002). 
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Bogotá, one interview was conducted in May 2014 in Frankfurt, Germany, and four 
others took place via Skype or telephone in April 2014, and March and May 2015. 
Additional three interviews were conducted by Samy Ben Redjeb, founder of the Analog 
Africa record label, and one by Carlos Estrada, record collector from Barranquilla, in 
2010. They contacted stakeholders in the African music scene in Barranquilla for their 
search for the best tunes for two upcoming LP compilations on Afro-Colombian music, 
from the 1960s to mid-1980s. The format of the interviews was semi-structured and in a 
few cases open. They have a length between 25 minutes and two hours and fifteen 
minutes. Three people were interviewed twice. 20 interviewees out of 22 are men, only 
two are women. Table 1 presents an overview of the interviewees. 
The interviewees are either knowledgeable about the history of Colombia in 
general or are, due to their professions, experts in certain music styles. The overwhelming 
majority of the interviewees have a stake in champeta music (including African music), 
either as singers, producers or key players in the record business. All of the singers are of 
African descent whilst most of the producers and entrepreneurs are mestizos. This thesis 
furthermore benefits from the involvement of other interview partners in music styles like 
cumbia, vallenato and bullerengue. Information was obtained on different aspects in the 
development of champeta criolla from música africana, on the social contexts in which 
the music emerged, and – to lesser extent – on the record industry and the role of the radio 
stations. Informants other than the ones engaged with champeta contributed to the 
comparison of this music to other music styles in order to identify champetaʼs unique 
development and to embed it within the Colombian musical landscape. The interviews 
mirror a well-balanced selection of different age groups, ethnic backgrounds and social 
classes. Their enmeshment in champeta music varies. The voices of the emotionally 
involved champeta singers are balanced against ʻmore objectiveʼ views of professional 
music producers and record label owners, who are also engaged in other music genres. 
The comparative aspect is further provided by musicians other than champeta musicians. 
The interviews lack, however, the voices of politicians, other official decision makers and 
opponents to champeta music. Nevertheless, it is the subjective attitude towards champeta 
and its exclusion which is concern of this thesis. 
Ten interviews were conducted in the private houses of the interviewees which 
allowed for authentic insights into their neighbourhoods and living conditions. I visited 
several barrios in Cartagena of low socio-economic status and the neighbourhood Nueva 
Colombia in Barranquilla which is inhabited mainly by Afro-Colombians and 
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palenqueros. I participated in a picó (a communal sound-system party) in Nueva 
Colombia and at different fiestas in Cartagena. Casual conversations, many of them with 
taxi drivers and younger musicians, and other sources of insight, like Facebook pages, 
radio shows, record sleeves, official letters, and visits to the Bazurto market in Cartagena 
and to the village San Basilio de Palenque during former stays in Colombia, added to the 
data and concepts that produced the arguments of this thesis.  
Since the gender question is not explicitly part of this thesis, I will not in depth 
deal with it. However, as it is so deeply striking that almost all of my interviewees are 
men, it is my concern to at least raise the discussion on this neglected issue. In every 
interview I did, I asked for the role or the contributions of women. What struck me most 
was the fact that everybody seemed to be surprised by this sort of question. Answers 
pointing to the common culture of machismo in Colombia, the general shyness of women, 
and almost humorous responses like the women are ʻin the lyricsʼ or ʻon the dance floorʼ 
make clear that there is little awareness and no scrutinising of the role of women in 
Colombian music. Mavis Bayton in Feminist Musical Practice states that feminism has 
been a major factor in getting women into music making. She laments that most scholarly 
publications on music rather deal with records and that there is little interest in the process 
of music-making. Bayton concludes that feminism has given women access to 
instruments and provided spaces where they could work on their skills and performance.
32
 
In a society like the Colombian, the lack of feminism, hence, has been keeping women 
away from music-making. Emma Meyhew adds that the producer is one of the most 
powerful positions in the music business and this position is usually held by men; ʻ[t]he 
masculinization of the role […] has also been the central mechanism excluding womenʼ.33 
I am very aware of the social and societal function of women in the Colombian context. 
However, since in the champeta movement all key players were men, insisting on 
interviews with women would not have changed my findings much.  
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Table 1: The great intervieweesʼ who is who 
Name Age* City Role/function Area of expertise Interview date and place 
Lucas Silva 38 Bogotá, 
Paris 
founder and owner of record 
label Palenque Records 
African music, champeta, music from 
Palenque, social and political situation 
of Afro-Colombians 
19 February 2015, Bogotá, interview 
by Viola Müller 
Charles 
King  
48 Cartagena, 
Palenque 
champeta singer and one of the 
first singing champeta criolla 
development from cover versions to 
champeta criolla, social condition of 
palenqueros in Cartagena 
1 May 2014, telephone interview by 
Viola Müller 
Carlos 
Estrada 
35 Barranquilla DJ, record collector African music, picós 4 March 2015, Barranquilla, interview 
by Viola Müller 
Edgard 
Benítez 
40 Cartagena DJ, radio announcer at UdeC 
Radio, anthropologist 
bullerengue, African music 2 March 2015, Cartagena, interview by 
Viola Müller 
Viviano 
Torres 
48 Cartagena, 
Palenque 
champeta singer and ʻpioneerʼ 
of champeta criolla 
development from cover versions to 
champeta criolla, record industry, 
Festival de Música del Caribe 
25 February 2015, Cartagena, interview 
by Viola Müller 
Einar Escaf 50 Barranquilla music producer middle-class view on musical 
developments of the 1980s 
5 March 2015, Barranquilla, interview 
by Viola Müller 
Elmer 
Pérez 
42 Cartagena, 
Bogotá 
bullerengue drum player bullerengue, social condition of Afro-
Colombians in Bogotá 
2 April 2014, interview by Viola 
Müller; and 22 February 2015, Bogotá, 
interview by Viola Müller 
Louis 
Towers  
45 Cartagena, 
Palenque 
champeta singer  development from cover versions to 
champeta criolla, social condition of 
palenqueros in Cartagena, record 
industry, Festival de Música del Caribe 
10 March 2015, Cartagena, interview 
by Viola Müller, together with 
Humberto Castillo; and 11 March 
2015, Cartagena, interview by Viola 
Müller 
Wendy 
Pérez 
Mattos 
35 Cartagena cultural adviser women in vallenato and champeta, 
gender in Colombia 
26 March 2015, Skype interview by 
Viola Müller 
Manuel 
Reyes 
Bolaños 
62 Cartagena champeta producer African music, champeta, Festival de 
Música del Caribe, picós, 
internationalisation of champeta 
25 February 2015, Cartagena, interview 
by Viola Müller 
Samy Ben 
Redjeb 
44 Frankfurt, 
Barranquilla 
founder and owner of record 
label Analog Africa 
African music, the arrival of African 
music in Colombia 
20 May 2014, Frankfurt, interview by 
Viola Müller 
Álvaro 
Vermejo 
40 Barranquilla ethnomusicologist at 
Universidad del Atlántico 
Colombian music, music 
historiography 
6 March 2015, Barranquilla, interview 
by Viola Müller 
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Rodrigo 
Rodríguez 
65 Cartagena vallenato producer and 
accordion player, winner of the 
Latin Grammy 2012 
vallenato, cumbia 26 February 2015, Cartagena,  
interview by Viola Müller 
 
Sidney 
Reyes 
Reyes 
50 Barranquilla radio announcer and 
programme director at Benkos 
FM Stereo, music collector 
picós, African and Afro-Colombian 
music, Afro-Colombians in 
Barranquilla 
6 March 2015, Barranquilla, interview 
by Viola Müller 
Juan Carlos 
Urango 
50 Cartagena linguist at Universidad de 
Cartagena, radio announcer at 
UdeC Radio 
radio industry, vallenato 3 March 2015, Cartagena, interview by 
Viola Müller 
Humberto 
Castillo 
67 Cartagena, 
Barranquilla 
champeta producer, former 
employee of Felito Records 
and other record labels in 
Barranquilla 
African music and its arrival in 
Colombia, picós, champeta criolla, 
Festival Música del Caribe, record 
industry 
10 March 2015, Cartagena, interview 
by Viola Müller 
Felix 
Butrón 
Marceles 
65 Barranquilla owner of the record label 
Felito Records 
Colombian music, African music and 
its arrival in Colombia, cover versions, 
champeta criolla, record industry, 
radio industry 
10 March 2015, Barranquilla, interview 
by Viola Müller; and 15 April 2010, 
interview by Samy Ben Redjeb 
Juliana 
Correa 
26 Medellín gaita singer Afro-Colombian rural music  19 February 2015, Skype interview by 
Viola Müller 
Enrique 
Múñoz 
Vélez 
63 Cartagena musical researcher, 
musicologist 
Colombian music, Afro-Colombian 
music, history of Cartagena, racism 
13 May 2014, telephone interview by 
Viola Müller 
Eduardo 
Dávila 
65 Barranquilla sound engineer at the record 
labels Discos Tropical, Discos 
Machuca and Felito Records in 
Barranquilla 
African music, cover versions, record 
industry 
May 2014, Barranquilla, interview by 
Samy Ben Redjeb 
Idelfonso 
Viveros 
75 Barranquilla music vendor and promoter picós and their music in the 1960s, 
African music and its arrival in 
Colombia 
May 2014, Barranquilla, interview by 
Carlos Estrada 
Osman 
Torregrosa 
62 Barranquilla picó supplier, promoter of 
Carnival of Barranquilla 
African music and its arrival in 
Colombia 
May 2014, Barranquilla, interview by 
Samy Ben Redjeb 
*estimated when in italic 
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Thesis Structure  
This thesis develops, in three parts, an account of the history of champeta music and its 
social and cultural implications in the cities of Barranquilla and Cartagena de Indias in 
Colombia. The covered time period dates from roughly the end of the 1960s to the 
beginning of the twenty-first century.  
Chapter one, ʻNational Identity and Afro-Colombiansʼ, holds the main part of the 
theoretical notions and gives relevant background information to understand the topic and 
the Colombian context. Relevant aspects of Colombiaʼs colonial and post-colonial history 
and the complex structure of Colombian national identity are taken to be integral to the 
study of twentieth-century musical and social phenomena. The social and cultural history 
of Afro-Colombians on the Caribbean coast will be introduced by means of the cabildos de 
negros and San Basilio de Palenque, cultural spaces of black Colombians where cultural 
expressions of African heritage, in particular, music, have been preserved. Finally, an 
overview of the development of music in twentieth-century Colombia will embed 
champeta in its musical context. 
Based on the theory and the historical background in chapter one, the subsequent 
chapter, ʻMúsica Africanaʼ, deals with the beginning of African and Afro-Caribbean music 
on La Costa (the Colombian Caribbean coast) since the end of the 1960s, the social 
function of the sound-systems (picós), the initial consumers of this music and the negative 
images it brought with it. It goes on with the production of Colombian cover versions of 
this music by local record labels and sets these developments into the global context of the 
1970s and 1980s. 
The third chapter, ʻChampeta Criollaʼ, ties in with the previous one giving account 
of the evolution of champeta criolla out of música africana and the cover versions and its 
increasing popularity in Cartagena. It applies theoretical considerations like Bourdieuʼs 
Distinction, the cultural proximity of La Costa to the African diaspora in the Caribbean in 
order to explain why champeta has never been nationally accepted but still regionally 
celebrated. Chapter two and three consist in their majority of the intervieweesʼ 
contributions, occasionally complemented with additional secondary literature. 
The most important concern of this thesis is to write a history about and with 
human beings. Of course it is about music, about identity, about the nation-state Colombia 
and the geographical region Caribbean, but, as Michael Zeuske writes, ʻhistory is no 
theory. […] Human beings are the most important content of history, not concepts, media, 
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discourses or structuresʼ.34 That is why I put to the fore my interview partners as often as 
possible, introduce protagonists of the history of champeta by their names and try to make 
clear that history is about human agency and about conscious choices within a given 
framework with all the structural restrictions and implications it logically brings with it. 
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Chapter 1: National Identity and Afro-Colombians 
The Republic of Colombia is the third most populous country in Latin America with a 
population of nearly 42 million, 10.5 percent of which is of African descent. 86 percent 
identify as white or mestizo, the indigenous population accounts for 3.5 percent.
35
 At the 
beginning of the twentieth century the population was only four million.
36
 There are certain 
regions which are in the mind of the Colombians considered as either black, white or 
indigenous. The Atlantic and the Pacific coast, for instance, are seen as Afro, the 
Amazonas is regarded as populated by the indigenous people, and whites are said to 
foremost live in the Andean regions. Understanding the Colombian society and the social 
and cultural developments of the twentieth century is impossible without a deeper 
historical and geopolitical perspective. The legacies of colonialism, the social and power 
structures which emerged out of it, and the geographical position and composition of the 
country are key to understand both past and present of a nation and its people who long so 
desperately for international credit and act so cruelly against each other.  
 Peter Wade discusses national identity and its significance in the Colombian 
context by building upon Ernest Gellner
37
 and Benedict Anderson
38
 who both emphasise 
homogeneity as a fundamental precondition. They agree that a national identity is created 
through the identification which other – unknown – compatriots. This identification can 
occur in many different ways which shall not be discussed in length here; it rather is 
important to highlight the peculiarities in the Colombian society. We find in Colombia 
certain features which make the approach and the discussions on national identity far more 
complex than in other societies. There are several characteristics which partly contradict 
each other. We have, on the one hand, a supposed homogeneity which results out of the 
cultural and physical merging over the last 500 years; on the other hand, we find a great 
emphasis on regionalism expressed by claims to the extreme ethnographic diversity.
39
  
Additionally, it has to be taken into consideration that the Colombian society 
historically consists of three ethnos: Amerindians or indigenous people, people of African 
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descent or Afro-Colombians, and people of European descent.
40
 Usually, the Colombian 
nation is regarded as mestizo. Mestizaje, in its original meaning, signifies the mixture of 
European and indigenous people but was later practically extended to the mixture of 
different ethnos per se. Margarita Chaves and Marta Zambrano make clear that the 
hegemonic project of mestizaje preserved racial hierarchies in favour of ʻwhitenessʼ.41 
What is mestizo or white is, hence, seen as the basis of Colombian society and as a 
desirable goal. Here, Wade notices one of the central paradoxes of nationalism, i.e. ʻthe 
attempt to present the nation as a unified homogeneous whole [which] conflicts directly 
with the maintenance of hierarchies of class and culture – and their frequent corollaries, 
region and race – that is wanted by those who are located in the higher echelons of those 
hierarchiesʼ. Ideologically, the process of mestizaje equals the erasing of blacks, and to a 
lesser extent indigenous people, from the representations of the nation on which ideas of 
nationhood in Colombia rest upon and puts a constant emphasis on racial difference. A 
homoeopathic dose of homogeneity, hence, is needed to keep upright the claim of a unified 
nation but, at the same time, the higher classes constantly make use of social hierarchies to 
defend and maintain their socio-cultural status. Wade claims that music has the power to 
reveal this complex and contradictory relation between the ʻhomogenizing dominant class 
and the heterogeneous peopleʼ.42  
 Ethnicity and music is also discussed by Gerard Béhague. He attributes music a 
significant role in constructing cultural identities and in constructing ethnicity along ethnic 
or social stratification boundaries.
43
 These stratification boundaries are very prominent in 
Colombia and have their origin in the colonial history, the cultural predominance of the 
white elites and the historical division of the country. 
 
Regionalisation and La Costa 
National identity in Colombia is a concept far more complex than in many other countries. 
Colombia is a vast and geographically divided country where ideas historically do not 
travel that easily and regional identities play a strong role. It is naturally divided by three 
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Andes cordilleras which stretch through the Western part of the country from South to 
North. The Magdalena River is the one big navigable water road that connects the 
Caribbean coast with the interior. Few and defective roads and the absence of railways 
contribute to the poor infrastructure. The geographical division of the country is further 
aggravated by a strong political centrism and an elitist focus on urban centres, foremost the 
capital Bogotá.  
 
 
Figure 2: Map of Colombia in the Caribbean with the cities of Cartagena and Barranquilla in the North.  
Source: Google Maps 
 
Alfonso Múnera points out in El fracaso de la nación how the region of the Caribbean 
coast intended to be included in the ʻprojectʼ of the nation during the era of the Republic. 
Given that the elites of the interior had a different concept of and a different plan for the 
new nation under construction, the linkage between La Costa and the interior had always 
been weak – a deficient nation building which also occurred in similar ways with other 
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regions of the country.
44
 A distinct interpretation of Múnera indicates that neglect by the 
highland elites was not the main reason for the disintegration of La Costa into the new 
nation but rather that it was the costeño (people from La Costa) elites who had no interest 
in subordinating their political and economic interests under the central government.  
The situation is even more aggravated by the historical connection of La Costa with 
the Caribbean, in particular with Cuba (until the Revolution 1953-1959) which functioned 
as the Caribbean nodal point and had extremely important geostrategic value in terms of 
trade and communication between the metropolis and mainland America. Other important 
connections the Colombian Northern coast and the city of Cartagena held upright with in 
the Caribbean were Santo Domingo and, to lesser extent, Jamaica.
45
 Before the 
introduction of steam river ships in 1823, travelling and transportation of goods from the 
Caribbean coast to the capital Bogotá over the Magdalena River took at least 28 days, 
whilst sailing from Jamaica to the Colombian coast usually took three days.
46
 News, 
knowledge, ideas, material and cultural goods as well as people travelled much faster and 
easier between Cartagena or Barranquilla and the Caribbean islands than within the 
country. 
The significance of the city of Barranquilla which for many years used to be the 
symbol of modernity per se has to be emphasised. It grew into a solid economic centre 
from circa 1870 on when a railroad was built to connect the city to a port and soon 
outperformed Cartagena and Santa Marta as the commercial and industrial sites on the 
coast. The city owed its geographical growth and cultural achievements to great parts to 
immigrants who began to arrive in the city in the beginning of the twentieth century from 
the United States, Italy, Germany, and the Arabic world, in particular Lebanon and 
Palestine. Barranquilla, for instance, was seat of Colombiaʼs first football association, its 
first airline, its first municipal public utility company, its first Olympia stadium, and its 
first radio station, La Voz de Barranquilla. A large population with a recent immigration 
background contributed to building a strong connection to the US and Europe, a trend 
which can be retraced by the publication of one of the countryʼs only avant-garde 
magazines of the early twentieth century, Voces, which had its home in Barranquilla.
47
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 In cultural and economic terms, Cartagena was clearly lacking behind Barranquilla 
in the beginning and midst of the twentieth century. The two cities are a good example of 
the dilemma of modernity versus tradition. Cartagena and Santa Marta were the two urban 
centres from the very beginning of colonial times on. They formed a sharp contrast to the 
rural setting of the region which is marked by agriculture and cattle breeding. With the 
development of Barranquilla a strong modern player appeared on the scene. Cartagena was 
also always a city inspired by modernity and progress but in contrast to Barranquilla, it has 
a profound colonial past. 
 Cartagena de Indias was founded in 1533 by the Spaniard Pedro de Heredia. Due to 
its geography and the position of the harbour (which is relatively easy to defend against 
attacks), it rapidly became the main port for the arrival and distribution of enslaved African 
people on the American continents. Today, there exists no single symbol in the city which 
reminds of the destiny of the thousands of slaves and their offspring who inhabited or 
passed the city; nor monument, statue, memorial tablet, or any other form of 
commemoration or reminder of the presence of historical subjects other than the European 
conquerors.
48
  
   
 
Figure 3: Parque Bolívar in the city centre of Cartagena, 1970. 
Source: Pinterest 
 
Elisabeth Cunin summarises the urban development of Cartagena in the twentieth century. 
In the first half of the century, the global economic crisis, the decadency of the 
bourgeoisie, the failure of the railroads, the economic competition with Barranquilla, and 
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the impact of La Violencia (see below) gave the city a hard time in terms of societal and 
economic development. From the 1960s on, however, national politics under the 
presidency of Lleras Restrepo (1966-1970) supported the touristic opening of the country; 
a process which started with Cartagena. In 1984, the city walls were declared UNESCO 
World Heritage and Cartagena became a major tourist destination.
49
 At the end of the 
1970s, it entered the ʻclub of international metropolisʼ, as Cunin puts it, but the focus on 
tourism strongly disadvantaged the local population. Besides the investments in the 
historical centre and in urban infrastructural measures, the lower barrios experienced a 
new form of suppression and displacement. The total disappearance of poor 
neighbourhoods from the city centre laid the cornerstone for the constitution of the de facto 
ʻtwo citiesʼ,50 ʻtwo Cartagenasʼ, one for the tourists and the upper classes, the other for the 
socio-economically disadvantaged, mainly black cartageneros, where informal work and 
miserable living conditions are standard.  
Additionally to the geographical and, more importantly, political fragmentation of 
the nation mentioned above, a series of events took place that contributed even more to 
socio-political unrest and carried the young nation to extremes. In the late nineteenth and 
in the twentieth century, especially after World War II, a massive process of urbanisation 
took place in the whole of Latin America. We observe extensive migrations from the 
countryside to the cities
51
 and urban spaces became class-stratified zones. In Colombia, 
urbanisation and rural depopulation increased even more by the midst of the twentieth 
century during the period of La Violencia. It lasted from 1946 to 1958 and presents one of 
the darkest chapters of Colombian history. Since around 1850, the country had found itself 
in a constant back and forth between elections and civil wars between the Conservatives 
and the Liberals. The most recent and brutal expression of this political rivalry culminated 
in the fighting of the two parties over the control of different parts of the country, forming 
local militia and guerrillas.
52
 Around 175,000 of mostly rural Colombians lost their lives 
and much more were displaced from their homes during La Violencia.
53
 It was also the era 
when guerrillas and paramilitary appeared on the scene and mainly terrorised the 
Colombian countryside. The best-known of the guerrilla groups are the Fuerzas Armadas 
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Revolucionarias de Colombia (FARC) (Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia) who 
have been involved in the armed conflict since 1964. Their major paramilitary opponent 
used to be the Autodefensas Unidas de Colombia (AUC) (United Self-Defence Forces of 
Colombia) until their alleged demobilisation in 2004. With them and other players in the 
armed conflict, the rural terror increased again from 1980 on when a new wave of 
displacements took place. It was conditioned on the one hand by the increasing mass 
cultivation of marihuana and coca to serve the growing demand for drugs from North 
America and Europe and on the other hand by the steady opening of the country towards 
neoliberal measures and the sell-out of the countryside to multinational companies.
54
  
 The recently originated neighbourhoods of low socio-economic capital, called 
barrios populares, were inhabited by the rural population, which came from the 
countryside, and by ethnic minorities such as Afro-Colombians. In general, La Costa has a 
mixed population with a strong African heritage, most obvious in the skin colour of its 
inhabitants. Peter Wade emphasises the different nuances of blackness within the mind of 
the Colombian society and its political and social implications. He states that the term 
ʻblackʼ has varying national and local classifications. The Caribbean coast, then, is 
regarded as ʻblackʼ but not as black as the Pacific region with its department Chocó, the 
area in Colombia with most Afro-descendants and also known for its infrastructural 
backwardness and the poverty of its people.
55
 
 The Pacific and the Caribbean coast are those places with most African-descendant 
population and also those places which most Colombians usually associate blackness with. 
In the case of the Pacific, it has to be added that twentieth-century rural-urban migrations 
caused an extreme increase of Afro-Colombians in the major cities of the West, Cali and 
Medellín, which are not directly located on the Pacific coast. The public and political 
concern regarding the situation of Afro-Colombians explicitly lies on those regions 
mentioned plus the capital city of Bogotá and perhaps the island of San Andrés (which 
does not play an important role due to its small size and its seclusion).
56
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Lucas Silva, founder of the record label Palenque Records, worriedly remarks that 
blackness is everywhere in Colombia to be found and that many Afro-Colombian 
communities and people have been systematically disregarded, especially in the regions 
not considered black. The Amazonas which is seen as very indigenous is one example.
57
 
Elisabeth Cunin supports this claim by stating that both the black and indigenous people 
have suffered and still suffer from racism in Colombia but the indigenous people at least 
did have a clear status – an admittedly exotic but socially accepted one. A consequence of 
this visibility of the indigenous ethnos was the further invisibility of the Afro-
Colombians.
58
  
 
Cabildos de Negros and San Basilio de Palenque 
Whitening processes on La Costa had less impact than in the interior of the country and 
numerous bequeathed forms of black resistance, rebellions and maroonage backed up the 
development and the relative pride of black culture. Relative pride because Afro-
Colombian culture and contributions by blacks to historical events have systematically 
been downplayed or negated. Enrique Múñoz describes with the help of the historiography 
of the declaration of independence of the city of Cartagena on the 11
th
 of November, 1811, 
how the official history (written by the cityʼs elites) ignores the popular agents of 
independence. These actual agents were the Afro-descendants living in the so-called 
cabildos de negros. Cabildos were housing quarters located in close proximity to the city; 
their organisation and location contributed to the control of the black population in this 
geographical area. Within these cabildos, prevention of flights was easier to manage and 
the white elite accepted certain cultural expressions of the inhabitants, like their dances, 
controlling them according to their own religious calendar.
59
  
In Spanish slave societies, slaves and free people of colour were allowed to form 
their own associations on an ethnic basis. In Cartagena, the existence of cabildos with the 
names of Arará, Angola, Mandinga, Carabalí, Mina, Congo, Luango, Jojó, and others is 
known.
60
 It is not entirely clear what the Spanish intended with the formation of the 
cabildos. On the one hand, they were authorised spaces which allowed for the exercise of 
religious and cultural practices of African origin, on the other hand, much persecution took 
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place because the cabildos were also spaces where rebellions and escapes were planned 
and drums and other instruments were confiscated. The last point is of special importance 
here because music and dance was one of the principal activities of the cabildos. Wade 
claims that ʻthere is no doubt that during their existence they provided semisecret settings 
for the development of Afro-American culture, even if this did not take on the more 
obvious African-derived character of Brazilian candomblé, Cuban lucumí, or Haitian 
Voodoo religionsʼ.61 
 The social context of Afro music in Colombia reflects the general attitude towards 
Afro-Colombians by the white society. Within the highly stratified Colombian society with 
its population descendant from three main ethnic groups, blacks are the one group who 
historically has been experiencing the strongest exclusion. From early colonial times on, 
slave owners would use depreciative terms to disqualify acting and behaviour of the black 
slaves, to denigrate or simply negate their culture. The very negatively connoted 
expression ʻSon cosas de negrosʼ can best be translated with ʻThese are niggersʼ issuesʼ or 
ʻThese are niggersʼ thingsʼ and was frequently used to derogate the African cultural 
heritage, including their music, dancing, and singing. Therefore, the history of Afro-
Colombian music is written with a quill full of silence, negation, oblivion, and exclusion 
when it comes to the ethnic-cultural components of African and indigenous origin.
62
 
Enrique Múñoz appreciates music for its function as a social and cultural catalyst. In an 
interview with me he states: ʻWhat music permits is making visible what pervert societies 
full of hatred and prejudices deny, namely, how music permits making visible the scenario 
and making visible actors as subjects of historyʼ.63 
Múñoz points out the crucial importance of music derived in the cabildos for the 
Carnival of Cartagena and traces back characteristics and linguistic precursors of cumbia, 
which seems to have its origin in the cabildos de negros.
64
 If we compare the layout of the 
city of Cartagena and the description of the cabildos to the present sub-division of the city, 
it is a short path to come to compare the function of the cabildos to what are the barrios 
now, namely, spaces of cultural preservation and creativity with strong African legacies. 
However, there are more spaces which allowed for the conservation and development of 
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African-derived cultural expressions, the most famous of them being San Basilio de 
Palenque. 
Besides the cabildos, the formation and persistence of maroon communities, called 
palenques, is of foremost significance within the long and rich history of slave rebellions. 
In San Basilio de Palenque, a maroon village located about 60 kilometres from Cartagena 
in the interior of the coast, former escaped slaves and their offspring were able to maintain 
an autonomous culture of resistance, paired with the survival of numerous African cultural 
elements and a very own creole language called Palenquero, thanks to its relative isolated 
location in the mountains of Santa María. Palenquero is the only Spanish-lexicon Creole in 
Latin America. Some palenqueros have also adapted African vocabulary (e.g. Bantu) to 
identify, strengthen and celebrate the African heritage in their culture.
65
 San Basilio de 
Palenque is a harbour of successful resistance to slavery and oppression, black pride, and 
joyful celebration of the African heritage. It plays a distinct part within the Afro-
Colombian music scene of La Costa. In the last decades, Palenque has become a standard 
bearer of black identification; both for the palenqueros themselves as well as for the rest of 
the black Colombian population searching for their African roots.
66
  
In 2005, the village was declared part of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of 
Humanity by UNESCO: ʻThe Cultural Space of Palenque de San Basilio encompasses 
social, medical and religious practices as well as musical and oral traditions, many of 
which have African rootsʼ.67 Champeta singer Charles King from Palenque describes his 
feelings towards the village in an interview with me as ʻPalenque to me is like the retention 
of going to Africa. Because there is where our Afro-descendent customs are preserved, and 
we preserve our language and we are the Afros [in Colombia] who most protect the culture 
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we haveʼ.68 Numerous music styles with strong African links, like bullerengue, sexteto, 
pajarito and tambora, were born in Palenque. 
 
 
Figure 4: San Basilio de Palenque with the statue of the alleged founder Benkos Biohó. 
Source: Fundación Semana 
 
Both the cabildos and the palenques, in particular San Basilio de Palenque, provided a 
platform for the emergence and development of African-derived cultural practices and hold 
an important share in the creation of the manifold styles of costeño (from La Costa) music. 
Within this music, African influence shines through in rhythm and accentuation, as well as 
in off-beat phrasing, overlapping call-and-response patterns, and the special status of the 
drum. The syncretic processes out of which costeño music emerged are very complex but 
the African influence is not only clear but also seen and recognised by the Colombian 
society.
69
 The special status of Palenque within the Afro-costeño perception of their history 
and as nutrition to their self-esteem and pride became very obvious during the research for 
this thesis.  
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Twentieth-Century Music 
In order to be able to set champeta in the context of the musical developments in 
Colombia, I will briefly summarise the music styles most successful in the twentieth 
century on a national scale. The century begins with the pasillos and bambucos being the 
national music styles of Colombia. In the 1920s, the influence of North American music, 
especially from the US, was felt in the whole country and produced a noticeable change in 
the musical landscape. Of special importance here is jazz.
70
 Its reception particularly took 
place in the higher classes; it popularised in the social clubs of the Colombian elite at the 
same time when jazz basically started its triumphal procession in the whole Western 
hemisphere.
71
 Jazz was a black music and its rather positive reception does not really fit 
with the social and racist circumstances of the time. Hence, when talking about jazz in this 
period, we do not merely talk about ʻjazz as a major universal manifestation of black artsʼ, 
like Enrique Múñoz puts it. That means that blackness in jazz was not the element which 
was celebrated and wanted by the elites. Rather, Juan Franco follows Oliver García who 
claims that traditional Colombian music was not appreciated in the elite circles of the 
1920s. Instead, they did listen to jazz because it was already largely accepted in the US and 
jazz musicians were ʻvery sensitive towards the influence of the international metropolitan 
centresʼ.72 Much points into the direction that jazz was appreciated although it was black 
music, not because it was black music. It represented a new lifestyle of urban culture and 
international metropolitanism that was sought by the Colombian elite. 
Egberto Bermúdez adds that the attempts of a national political integration and the 
consolidation of communication media, aviation, newspapers and magazines, and later the 
radio stations transformed the Colombian musical panorama. Under the new liberal 
government, North American dance music, like fox-trot and two-steps, spread over the 
country.
73
 These musics were performed by the so-called jazz bands that did not merely 
play jazz. Rather, they played popular music from all over the Americas and Europe.  
 In the 1930s, similar nationalist tendencies like the ones mentioned by Bermúdez 
but paired with a changing political landscape tended to rather avoid European and North 
American music. Instead, the focus shifted towards other Latin American styles, especially 
Cuban music. During this time, the first radio stations appeared in Colombia. Ever since, 
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the popularisation of music styles has been closely tight to the recording industry, which, 
in turn, is linked to the radio. Peter Wade observes that in the 1930s, the records available 
in Colombia were all from the US.
74
 However, this does not mean that radio stations 
played North American music only. A great number of Latin and Caribbean music was 
recorded in the US. Numerous Caribbean immigrants to the US and especially to New 
York hold their share in the development of this rich and diversified musical scene.
75
 The 
fact that Colombian songs were already in the 1920s recorded in New York supports this 
claim.
76
 
In the following decade, the 1940s, costeño music started to appear on the screen 
but it is of importance that this only happened in orchestrated form.
77
 The roles of Pacho 
Galán and especially of Lucho Bermúdez are key to this development. Lucho Bermúdez, 
influenced by the North American big bands, created a new version of cumbia, which was 
by that time primarily listened to in the countryside. Briefly put, he orchestrated the 
original, included some urban features, and made cumbia a dance ready for the urban 
middle and upper classes.
78
 
After the successful start in the 1940s, the 1950s and 1960s can be regarded as the 
ʻgolden era of costeño musicʼ since it competed on the same level with the most popular 
international Latin styles which were mambo, guaracha, bolero, tango, rancheras and 
others, and Lucho Bermúdez was celebrated as an international star. Costeño music 
enjoyed great commercial success in the interior of the country and included styles like 
porro, cumbia and gaita. The good reception in the country and the navigation of the 
music business by record companies based in Medellín transformed costeño music and 
allowed a national industrial elite to appropriate itself of this regional music. This 
appropriation entailed certain changes in the music. Vaguely described as modernisation, it 
is more accurate to speak of simplification to make the music appeal to a wider audience 
on the national market.
79
 Other stakeholders, like interviewees Lucas Silva and Samy Ben 
Redjeb would speak of ʻwhitewashingʼ.80  
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Still, the initial reception of cumbia as of poor musical quality, licentious, vulgar, 
primitive, too black and African should have impeded cumbia from its success but, 
according to Wade, amongst many artist groups, a ʻprimitivist blacknessʼ was coming into 
vogue. The trigger was a transnational modernism in the artistic sphere that had a strong 
support centre on La Costa. The region held a great stake in the popularity of music genres 
with black influences which had its epicentre in New York City. There, an international 
music industry was rapidly growing with a strong transnational focus in terms of recording 
and marketing strategies.
81
 In short, blackness – in a ʻprimitiveʼ form, and only to distance 
one self’s culture from this primitiveness – was in fashion. But this trend did not last long. 
Although inspired by costeño music, the interior’s elite was rather aspiring the kind of 
modernism which emanated from New York, not the one which emanated from their own 
country’s shores.  
Another costeño music style, vallenato, began its transformation from a regional 
and rather folkloric music into mainstream music in the 1970s. The success of costeño 
music and especially of vallenato in this decade can partly be explained by the fact that La 
Costa and, hence, costeño music was regarded as quite peaceful because it was much less 
affected by La Violencia than many other parts of the country.
82
 Cumbia and vallenato, 
too, used to be music styles consumed by the lower classes; the former has very strong 
Afro-Colombian features, the latter a clear rural, peasant background with Afro-Colombian 
influences. They are the two main musical genres of the second half of the twentieth 
century in Colombia. Both have their origins on La Costa.
83
 Internationally, the impression 
is that cumbia is the one Colombian national music but when spending some time in 
Colombia and immersing oneself in the topic, it rapidly becomes apparent that cumbia is 
the music representing the country on the international parquet whilst vallenato is the main 
music consumed within the country. These observations are confirmed by, amongst others, 
the interviewees Lucas Silva and Rodrigo Rodríguez.
84
 The transformation of cumbia and 
vallenato into mainstream music is not concern of this thesis but their developments 
present some features comparable to champeta and are key to understand whitening 
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processes of music styles in Colombia. Their examples will be consulted later on. It is 
furthermore to be noted that the great success of costeño music did not contribute to a more 
positive perception of the region by the rest of the country. It continues to be politically 
marginalised and the relatively high contribution to the economy of the country is 
downplayed by prejudices about the idleness of the costeños.  
This chapter explicates that music is an important and very relevant approach to 
understand the relationship between the three ethnos in Colombia, a relationship which has 
suffered a number of difficulties due to geographic, geopolitical and historical issues. It 
contributes its part to examine the issue of blackness in Colombia, how it is seen within the 
country, and to assign La Costa its place within the Colombian nation. The tension 
between the ethnos, the connection to the Caribbean, and the spaces where Afro-derived 
cultural expressions are preserved and formed can be observed and will be explained with 
help of the newest Afro-costeño music style champeta.   
 The history of this music is impressive. Its emergence and development presents 
features unique in the Colombian context, whilst at the same time its reception and 
acceptance followed a similar uncomfortable path like many other Colombian music styles 
before. To explain the development of champeta in detail, it is useful to divide its history 
into two main parts: música africana in Colombia which started to be imported to La Costa 
from the 1970s on and the cover versions made by Colombian artists; and champeta 
criolla, an own genre mixing música africana and costeño rhythms. Although one can say 
that the temporal divisions made between these forms are rather chronological, it has to be 
taken into consideration that champeta criolla as well as the cover versions never replaced 
African music totally.  
In this context, I would like to make clear that La Costa is a heterogeneous region 
and that musical and cultural developments in one city or place cannot incautiously be 
transferred to other places. The distinct musical developments of the two cities Cartagena 
and Barranquilla, ninety kilometres distance from each other, bear witness.  
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Chapter 2: Música Africana 
Samy Ben Redjeb, founder of the record label Analog Africa, narrates that pictures of 
Colombian music stores whose walls were completely covered in African record sleeves 
and internet blogs dealing with vintage African music still popular in the Colombian 
coastal cities Barranquilla and Cartagena motivated him to fly to Colombia in 2007, in his 
baggage two hundred 7-inch singles and a hundred LPs of African records. The two LPs 
ʻThe Colombian Melting Pot: Diablos del Ritmoʼ, released in 2012, showcase his findings 
presenting afrobeat, Palenque sounds, champeta, lumbalú, mapalé, chandé, porro, and 
Caribbean funk from 1960 to 1985.
85
 
 What Ben Redjeb found on site, African music as well as a mixture of Colombian 
music influenced by African grooves, was the music which had been listened to by Afro-
Colombians in Barranquilla since the 1970s. ʻAfrican musicʼ, in the Colombian context, 
has to be understood precisely as blurry as the term itself is. It has to be seen as a 
heterogeneous ensemble of musics from all over the African continent. However, there are 
certain temporal and spatial limitations which can be applied here because the music which 
was most loved and most abundant on La Costa was soukous from Congo, highlife from 
Nigeria and, to a lesser extent, jùjú from Nigeria and mbaqanga from South Africa from 
the 1960s and especially 1970s.
86
 Prior to the 1970s, African music was not yet consumed 
much although Idelfonso Viveros reveals in an interview that Miriam Makeba and a few 
others were listened to in the 1960s in Barranquilla.
87
 African artists consumed in the 
1970s on La Costa were, amongst many others, Fela Kuti and Prince Nico Mbarga from 
Nigeria; The Stukas, Diblo Dibala, and Lokassa Yambongo from Congo; and Ernesto 
Djédjé from Ivory Coast.
88
 
Before engaging with the impact of this music in Colombia, it is important to make 
a brief excursion to the picós, craft sound-systems of immense size which have their origin 
in Jamaica. The name derives from ʻpickupʼ because initially they were transported on 
pickup-cars. They are ʻroaming street clubs dedicated to mobilising the rawest and funkiest 
music of Africa, Haiti and the rest of the trans-Atlantic black worldʼ.89 The picós existed 
already since the 1950s on La Costa, long before the arrival and the boom of African 
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music.
90
 Originally, they played a multitude of different music styles before becoming the 
symbol of champeta music per se. In the 1960s, the music which was transmitted through 
the picós was the music people would commonly listen to, as interviewee Carlos Estrada, 
record collector and DJ from Barranquilla, tells, like cumbia, porro, la guaracha of Aníbal 
Velásquez, the orchestrated music of Pacho Galán, and particularly salsa; and this was also 
the music that was consumed in the Carnival dances and at family fiestas.
91
 
 
 
Figure 5: Picó El Negro Rumbero from Barranquilla. 
Source: Africolombia 
 
The 1970s were the era of the picó clásico. Countless amounts of these sound-systems 
existed on the Colombian Caribbean coast. Radio announcer Sidney Reyes claims that 
there were more than a hundred in the 1970s and 1980s in Barranquilla. They were of all 
sizes but the big ones were more than two meters high and of almost the same width and 
were painted with magnificent colourful drawings.
92
 They had an extremely powerful 
sound and were admired by the people.
93
 The owner of a picó most of the times was also 
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the DJ of the picó, called picotero. Mosquera and Provansal point out that the picós and 
their picoteros generated micro-identities and loyalties amongst their followers, a fact 
which shows fragmentations on the insight of a phenomenon, which at the first glance 
appears to be homogeneous.
94
  
In order to make the whole picture of African music being played by the picoteros 
a bit more concrete, I will refer to Samy Ben Redjeb who narrates about a music 
competition taking place in Barranquilla on 20
th
 of July, 2007. The procedure is still very 
similar to the ones in the 1970s and 1980s, so it is a good example to make clear what 
those competitions look like. Ben Redjeb reports that the DJs had to select an African, a 
Cuban and a salsa track for the competition which took place at El Taboga, a salsa bar in 
the city centre. The competitors had to score with the condition of the vinyl, the rarity of 
the track, and the overall quality of the performance. Under the influence of aguardiente 
(national liquor of anise and sugar cane) the competition went on until the morning. Minus 
points would be imposed if the record skipped or when there were prominent background 
noises. The overall aim always is to play an exclusivo, but if another DJ then pulls out the 
same record of his bag, the disgrace is severe. The winner of the competition of that night 
received a considerable amount of money which ʻwas immediately invested in more 
aguardienteʼ.95 Record label owner Felix Butrón tells in an interview with me about 
another sort of competition, namely, a competition between two rivalling picós about 
sound. The picós would be positioned confronting each other and they would play at the 
same time, slowly increasing the volume until the amplifier of the one or the other picó 
collapsed.
96
 
The description of the competition shows that it is not about making money. 
Rather, the competitors are driven by pride and the eager to strengthen their reputation as 
good DJs and successful collectors of the best African music. The main audience of such 
competitions and consumers of African music were Afro-descendant men spending their 
leisure time at picós and other communal fiestas. These workers belonged to the lower 
classes and compose, in Cartagena as well as in Barranquilla, the basis of the champeta 
movement. 
The picós have a special social function because for many people from the poorer 
neighbourhoods they present the only space for entertainment and – simply – fun. The 
sound-systems come to the barrios, some of which every weekend transform their streets 
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into ʻambulant discothequesʼ.97 The extreme sound of the picós and the high frequency of 
the parties attributed an increasing visibility to this music and its followers. It is 
fundamental to have their social, cultural and even recreational function in mind in order to 
understand their place within the Afro-Colombian movement and the development of 
African music and champeta on La Costa. 
 
The Arrival of the Music 
The term ʻAfrican musicʼ to speak of the music being played at the picós does not refer to 
music from Africa only. Deborah Pacini, who did anthropological field research in 
Cartagena in 1990, observed that música africana also includes black Caribbean styles like 
zouk from Martinique and Guadeloupe, soca from Trinidad, and reggae and dancehall 
from Jamaica.
98
 Cartagenian DJ Edgard Benítez adds in an interview with me that  
the sound container of the picós was composed of black music from different parts of the 
world; black music spoke different languages, and all of this was called champeta, all of it. 
There you can get disco music from Philadelphia, you can get ska made in London, you 
can get reggae made in Jamaica, you can get calypso, you can get soka, […] you can get 
soukous, you can get zouk, you can get jíbaros, all this. And you can get music from 
Suriname, from Panama, from Venezuela, from Curaçao […]; this was the music the picós 
played. And all of it was called champeta. [...] Now, it was called música africana [but] not 
all of it was from Africa although most of it was African.
99 
What Benítez makes clear is that música africana in Barranquilla and Cartagena was 
everything that sounded to the people like music from Africa. There are many oral 
histories on how the African music arrived in Colombia in the late 1960s/early 1970s. The 
interviewees Felix Butrón, owner of the Barranquilla record label Felito Records, and 
Manuel Reyes, champeta producer from Cartagena, narrate that música africana started to 
arrive on La Costa through naval merchants.
100
 Humberto Castillo, who himself travelled 
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to Europe and Africa for the purchase of records, states that the sailors Osman Torregrosa, 
Jaime Melodía Fontalmo, El Jimmy, and a gentleman with family name Cortéz did trips to 
Africa and functioned as suppliers for the local picós.
101
 El Freddy telling about his 
experiences is quoted by Lucas Silva: 
I landed in France in May, 1978. I had a few days of rest and, together with some African 
friends from the shipʼs crew, we decided to travel to Paris. We went to a place filled with 
ʻGuadalupeñosʼ (people from Guadeloupe) where Orchestra Olokun [from] Zaire had a 
show. I had never heard that music and at first, I thought the songs were way too long plus 
the pace at which people were dancing was much slower than Salsa – a music I’ve always 
liked. But when I got the pace, oh man… you should’ve seen me! The next day we went to 
a record shop and bought quite a few albums of African music […].102 
Additionally to the men working as tribulation on cargo ships, stories are spread about 
individual cases of Colombians sending African music home. Interviewee Idelfonso 
Viveros, for instance, narrates about the son of a Colombian physician working in Zaire 
who sent records to Barranquilla.
103
 A wide-spread story, told by, amongst others, 
interviewees Carlos Estrada and Osman Torregrosa, is the one of an engineer who lived in 
the Republic of Congo at the end of the 1960s or beginning of the 1970s and brought the 
first African records to Barranquilla.
104
 Lucas Silva gives account of the same story, but 
more detailed: the one of an aviation mechanist with the name Nestor Corrales. In the early 
1970s, the Colombian-German airline Scadta, forerunner of Avianca, sold the older 
aircrafts of its fleet to the president of Congo, Mobutu Sese Soko. Corrales is said to have 
travelled to Congo for reparation and maintenance. From this trip, he brought a record 
entitled ʻMekua Mu Murakuʼ by Musengene Alphonse. This record made its way to 
Cartagena where it was renamed into ʻEl Indio Mayeyeʼ and sold to the picó El 
Sibanicú.
105
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Figure 6: The picó El Sibanicú ʻEl Azote Africanoʼ (ʻthe African Whipʼ) is said to be one of the  
first to have played an African tune. Source: Africolombia 
 
Since Europe, and especially Paris
106
, functioned as a transfer side for as well as a place of 
production of African music, more and more records were brought or sent to Colombia 
from there as well, as Lucas Silva tells me.
107
 After the rather informal journeys of sailors 
and other private persons who sent records to Colombia, individuals got professionally 
hired in order to travel abroad and look for the tunes that were on demand on La Costa. 
Humberto Castillo tells that out of the 76 years he is old, 
I have dedicated some forty years to the record industry and out of these an important, 
significant part which concerns us which are the tours to Africa and to Europe; exactly, I 
did six journeys to Paris and London and five to Africa, concretely to Nigeria, Cameroon, 
Zaire and Johannesburg, five or six times, with the obligatory steps like stopovers in 
Brazil, Rio de Janeiro. These trips were due to a plan that could be denominated cultural 
exchange in which I took music from here from the Caribbean coast – in this era for 
instance Joe Arroyo, Oscar DʼLeón [salsa singers from Colombia and Venezuela, 
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respectively] –, some records they asked me for, what was in vogue in the Caribbean, and 
we exchanged them for money, CDs, vinyl records […] of soukous music which was what 
was most fancied in Barranquilla and to this we added highlife from Nigeria which was 
what rocked in Cartagena. In this initial phase there was the picó El Conde but in the 
process that I initiated from 88/89 on – I was some sort of a supplier of a picó which was 
just emerging which was called El Rey de Rocha – the work consisted in a strategic 
alliance in which I provided with the investments of my associates in tickets, in the trips, in 
the passages, and I provided the records I got – African ones – for El Rey, El Sabor 
Estereo, El Timbalero, El Freddy and essentially, basically, for El Rey de Rocha.
108
  
Castillo, who did a dozen trips to Europe and Africa from 1988 to 1996, worked as a so-
called proveedor (supplier) for the local picós. Suppliers were hired and their journeys 
financed by record labels or the picoteros themselves.
109
 After moving from Barranquilla, 
where he had worked at Felito Records, to Cartagena, Castillo functioned as a supplier for 
the picó El Conde, and from 1988 on he worked for El Rey de Rocha, the (still) most 
famous picó in Cartagena. Castillo also mentions that he and other suppliers took costeño 
and Caribbean music to Europe and Africa and sold or swapped it for African music.
110
 A 
comparable impact of this music on certain places outside Colombia, however, is not 
known.  
The purchase of African music did not limit itself to the major European and 
African cities of this time. Collectors also travelled to the US and the Caribbean in search 
for music. Jaime Melodía, for instance, went to New York, and Osman Torregrosa did 
several trips to Bonaire, Curaçao, Aruba, and later to Martinique and Guadalupe.
111
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Already in 1972, Isaac Villanueva travelled to New York, Miami and Puerto Rico as a 
representative of Discos Fuentes in order to buy music.
112
 
Once the records arrived in Barranquilla or Cartagena, their origins were obscured 
and the songs renamed. The renaming of African songs was common practice by then. 
Since the music which was brought from Africa, Europe and the Caribbean was not spread 
on radio level but through the picós,
113
 the DJs of the picós had the highest interest in 
securing exclusivity. As stated above, they gathered fans around them who showed loyalty 
to their favourite picós. This fandom was won by the quality of the sound and the 
exclusivity of the songs. In order to secure exclusivity, the picó owners would rip the cover 
off the record and throw away the sleeve so that nobody else knew the origin of the record 
and competitors could not obtain the same one.
114
 The record was then renamed – baptised 
– with a Colombian name and turned into an exclusivo. For instance, the song ʻSweet 
Motherʼ by highlife musician Prince Nico Mbarga was renamed into ʻEl pijama de mi 
abueloʼ (ʻMy grandfather´s pyjamaʼ) and Fela Kuti´s ʻShakaraʼ turned into ʻShakalaoʼ.115 
Depending on the success of the record, i.e. how the picó community celebrated it, the 
picotero would keep the monopoly for up to half a year
116
 before passing it on to the radio 
stations and commercialising it, which means pressing it on vinyl to sell it. Here is when 
the record labels came into play. They would release records with compilations of the most 
successful songs after the picós had made them popular.
117
 Exclusivity was, after all, the 
highest asset in the competition amongst the different picós. Interviewee Sidney Reyes 
narrates that there was competition between the picós of Cartagena and Barranquilla 
which, by doing this, held upright the historical musical rivalry between the two cities; and 
there was competition amongst the picós of one city.
118
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The quote above by Humberto Castillo in which he narrates that Nigerian highlife 
was more fancied in Cartagena and Congolese soukous more wanted in Barranquilla 
reveals that in the two cities there was no homogeneous music scene to be found, a fact 
which, with regard to their musical competition, indicates towards a very interesting and 
explosive rivalry. The trial for musical strength between Cartagena and Barranquilla has 
always existed. Although the two cities only lay 90 kilometres distance from each other, 
not all the music that was liked by cartageneros was also liked by barranquilleros, and 
vice versa. But the love for African music was shared.
119
 Both cities have been nursing 
themselves from the creativity of the respective other and high demands and the aspiration 
of being better than the other contributed its part to the musical quality that emerged out of 
this. 
As already mentioned, the imported African music was essentially consumed by the 
lower black classes. Many of the socio-economically disadvantaged men of Cartagena used 
to work at the Bazurto market and other manual labour locations in Cartagena. The 
Bazurto is the biggest market in Cartagena and, due to its location, almost functions as a 
division between the upper class Cartagena and ʻthe otherʼ Cartagena with its barrios 
populares and a great share of African-descendant population. At the Bazurto one can 
literally obtain everything, from vegetables and fruits to meat, fish, cloth, shoes, tools, 
wood, furniture etc. Lucas Silva and Carlos Estrada tell that the workers regularly met to 
listen to música africana at the recently emerged picós. These men used to carry a 
medium-sized knife with them, called champa or champeta. Soon, the listeners of this 
music began depreciatively to be called champetúos and their music champeta.
120
 Silva 
mentions that the champetúos were regarded as dangerous, criminals and bad company:  
When there were the first picós that played música africana, in Cartagena and Barranquilla 
they played música africana in the very poor barrios. Those who liked música africana 
were all, they say today, they were all evildoers, that they were vile, that they were thieves, 
that they were the worst of society. All of them, when they went to dance música africana, 
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they always took with them their machete, their champeta, here in their cloth because they 
went to fight.
121
  
Silva adds the phenomena of gang warfare in this context. He states that when there was a 
picó in the barrios of Cartagena and Barranquilla where African music used to find the 
greatest approval, gangs of different barrios would also be confronted with each other and 
trouble was inevitable. He quotes a picotero saying ʻwhen the fiesta is good, brawl is 
automaticʼ.122 These violent confrontations, which were not necessarily linked to gang 
warfare but also to clashes between individuals, attributed a negative image to the picós as 
a social phenomenon in general. Silva explains that the precarious situation many people 
found themselves in made the feelings run high, and the potential for violence generally 
existed.
123
 As a consequence, violence was attributed to the music and the reunions of the 
picós per se instead of to the living conditions of the marginalised champeta lovers.
124
 
Champeta singer Louis Towers adds that the term champetúo used to be extremely 
offensive because champeta was associated with violence, sex and even drugs well until 
midst of the 1980s: ʻEarlier, when you would call me champetúo, I could tell you, do me a 
favour and respect me. Donʼt call me champetúoʼ.125  
 Due to the violent and negative image champeta music generated or which was 
attached to it, its consumption was in the beginning restricted to the fiestas de picó in the 
poor neighbourhoods of Cartagena and Barranquilla.
126
 The record labels that entered the 
business had the function of releasing the music after the exclusivity of a record was over. 
Discos Tropical, Discos Fuentes, Kuki Records and Felito Records played an important 
role in this regard.
127
 They even created sub-brands in their catalogues to distribute and 
release compilations of música africana. Felito Records had such a sub-brand called 
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Congo Records.
128
 By the time the record labels sent suppliers abroad, especially to 
Europe, and did not only focus on the exclusivos of the picós any more, they did not just 
buy records but also purchased the respective licenses to release the songs in Colombia.
129
 
Later on, more radio stations took over and played música africana, but never diminishing 
the importance of the picós. Interviewees Idelfonso Viveros and Manuel Reyes tell that the 
radio station Olímpica was one of the first.
130
  
The naming of the music style according to a negative image and the later 
appropriation of the affected people of these negative denominations they were given to 
them by people who disdained them, show their ability to break free from socially given 
parameters trying to allocate them a place at the bottom of society. The same holds true for 
the Africanness of champeta music. Originally being the greatest feature of rejection, 
champetúos and champeta lovers take a great part of their cultural pride from this 
Africanness and stress the linkage to an imagined ʻAfrican homelandʼ. 
 
Why African Music? 
To make the concept of what the Colombians use to call música africana more 
understandable it might be helpful to speak of African diasporic music, i.e. music created 
in the Atlantic world by Afro-descendants. This diasporic music corresponds to what came 
to be called just about a decade after música africana hit La Costa as world music. 
Analysing the kind of African diasporic music which was consumed in Colombia in the 
1970s, Deborah Pacini assigns all these styles to the current world beat within world 
music. Following the question why world music enjoyed a greater reception in certain 
countries and in others not, Pacini states that countries where racism plays a significant 
role were much more reluctant to receive world-beat musics than countries with less 
prevalent racism. Furthermore, countries of the Global South, like Colombia, which lacked 
both a world music infrastructure and a significant immigration of Africans and Afro-
descendants in the twentieth century (as opposed to New York, London or Paris), possess a 
second feature impeding the arrival of world music.
131
 Additionally, world beat and world 
music emerged in the 1980s as consumed primarily by cosmopolitan, educated, upper 
middle-class, in Europe and North America mostly white, people. Música africana, by 
contrast, was listened to and appreciated in Barranquilla and Cartagena by working-class 
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blacks. This makes up already two arguments why the consuming of African music by 
black costeños a whole decade before world music started to take off represents a very 
exceptional case.  
 What was the reason for this overwhelming interest of the costeños in música 
africana? How can it possibly be explained? The ʻAfrican modernityʼ expressed in the 
music which travelled from West Africa to Colombia Elisabeth Cunin mentions could be a 
factor.
132
 The Afro-Colombians living in the disadvantaged urban spaces of Barranquilla 
and Cartagena might have identified themselves with this. Urbanisation processes and 
struggles for independence were also issues they were confronted with.
133
 In addition, they 
were desperate for a music which unified them as Afro-Colombians and mentally 
connected them to the African diaspora and the ʻhomelandʼ Africa, especially because they 
had long been neglected and discriminated against by their own government and the 
society they lived in. But this does not explain why African music hit La Costa so 
passionately and sustainably and other regions, where a great share of Afro-descendants 
with similar experiences lives, not. 
 
 
Figure 7: Record box of the picó El Parrandero La Mandarria. 
Source: Fabian Altahona Romero 
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The statement by Deborah Pacini that salsa which was much appreciated by the costeños in 
the 1970s, called salsa dura (ʻhard salsaʼ) was replaced by the so-called salsa romántica 
(ʻromantic salsaʼ) is a much more powerful argument. She claims that the people attending 
the fiestas de picó were not satisfied by the upcoming vallenato because it was a rural 
music with an emphasis on lyrics and storytelling rather than on rhythm and offered no 
basis of identification for the black low class population and its harsh urban realities. 
Pacini summarises that these changes in the Colombian musical landscape produced an 
ʻaesthetic vacuumʼ in which the arriving African music was received with open arms and 
could flower out. She sees no other logical reason or structural means behind this 
development.
134
  
The quotation of El Freddy in which he states that he initially regarded the pace of 
the songs as too slow and the songs as too long coincides with an observation Samy Ben 
Redjed made. Since many African songs are very long, sometimes up to ten minutes, he 
noticed that sometimes Colombians would not listen to a whole song but rather place the 
needle towards the end of the track, looking for la caída (ʻthe fallʼ), also called el 
despeluque, a moment when Kenyan, Congolese or Nigerian songs switch in rhythm and 
mood: 
In some cases, the lead guitar would disappear, leaving some space for multiple rhythms 
guitars to zigzag between bass line patterns that had also suddenly changed while the 
percussion would sometime intensify. In other cases, the bass would completely disappear, 
leaving the guitars to perform the trick. The return of the entire ensemble, which is often 
punctuated by a ferocious guitar riff or horns appearing out of nowhere, would mark the 
end of ʻla caídaʼ and a signal to get back into ʻrolling modeʼ.135 
Ben Redjeb goes on explaining that the picoteros in Colombia would often play la caída 
only, which can last up to four minutes.
136
 This part of the song usually is what most 
resembles ʻColombianʼ music, or what Colombians prefer in music, a faster pace and a 
more danceable rhythm. It becomes clear that African diasporic music was a pole of 
identification for the Colombians – although they might have had to get used to it in some 
occasions. The cultural system of the Black Atlantic Paul Gilroy tells about which connects 
people who share experiences of displacement and oppression
137
 is an obvious connector to 
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the Colombian case where rural violence and urbanisation forced many Afro-descendants 
to leave their homes behind and eke out a living in the poor neighbourhoods of the cities. 
 
Cover Versions 
Música africana, also called champeta africana, was played at picós, released by local 
record labels and even made sound in the radio. It was obviously never recorded in 
Colombia but soon after the impact of African and Afro-Caribbean music the Colombians 
created an interest in recording their own versions of the tunes they loved so much. 
Champeta singer Charles King states in an interview with me that people did not 
understand the lyrics of the African songs because they were not sung in Spanish. He 
narrates that they ʻdid not understand the contents of the songs of [música] africana 
because some of them were in Swahili, were in French or in English, and people just 
identified with what they understood. Inclusively, some songs received or adapted different 
names than the real ones the songs hadʼ.138 Moreover, constant travelling to Europe and 
African was expensive and the small record labels were seeking a different source of 
income. There are many academic publications concerned with the question of cultural 
transformation, acculturation, transculturation, or adaption that describe the changes that 
take place when two or more cultures are confronted with each other and, for whatever 
reason, influence each other.
139
 Creativity and innovation are the key elements in these 
cultural changes.
140
 The costeños soon demonstrated their cultural creativity by creating 
their own versions of the African and Afro-Caribbean songs they fancied so much. 
 As stated earlier, the song ʻShakaraʼ by Fela Kuti was renamed ʻShakalaoʼ when 
arriving at La Costa. It was ripped off its original identity, ʻcolombianisedʼ and turned into 
an exclusivo. But this is only the second stage of three. Isaac Villanueva, for instance, 
created several bands to cover African songs for Discos Fuentes. According to him, he 
invented around ten groups but nearly all with the same musicians. The basis was the band 
of Fruko whoʼs actual name was Julio Estrada. Interviewee Sidney Reyes narrates that 
Fruko merged African music with tunes from La Costa already in the 1970s.
141
 For every 
new project they would change the name of the group and the rhythm. In this context, 
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groups like The Latin Brothers, Los Líderes, Wganda Kenya, AfroSound and others 
emerged.
142
  
Wganda Kenya, for instance, was a group exclusively created to play African and 
Antillean covers. They became known for the song ʻShakalaodéʼ, a cover of the cover of 
Fela Kuti. Within Wganda Kenya, Fruko was band leader and the later salsa legend Joe 
Arroyo was also part of the group. Wganda Kenya soon became Discos Fuentesʼ flagship 
and ʻShakalaodéʼ was released in 1976, only four years after Fela Kuti had released 
ʻShakaraʼ.143 The fact that many people were not really aware that Wganda Kenya actually 
were Colombian musicians, or rather, the fact that many people could not tell whether they 
were Africans or Latin Americans becomes obvious with the help of an anecdote Fausto 
Villanueva tells. He states that once they were booked for a show in Panama and when 
arriving at the airport, the delegates who were supposed to receive them worriedly asked 
where the Kenyan musicians were.
144
 Although many of the song titles by Wganda Kenya 
were Spanish, e.g. ʻEl evangelioʼ (ʻthe Gospelʼ) and ʻHomenaje a los embajadoresʼ 
(ʻHomenaje to the ambassadorsʼ), the Panamanians were expecting an African band. 
 Another insight in how the cover versions came into being is given by Eduardo 
Dávila in an interview with Samy Ben Redjeb. Sound engineer Dávila states that Rafael 
Machuca, founder and producer of Discos Machuca, is said to have been a great admirer of 
South African singer Miriam Makeba. Machuca became interested in recording a whole LP 
with cover versions of Makebaʼs songs. He hired Dávila to put a band together. Dávila, in 
turn, chose Amina Jiménez, a young singer from Soledad, a town south of Barranquilla, 
who already had gained musical experience with the orchestra of Pacho Galán. The 
recordings of the Makeba covers took place in the studios of Discos Tropical, the only 
record label who also possessed a vinyl record pressing plant at this time, in 1979. Jiménez 
accepted the name ʻMyrian Makenwaʼ as her stage name and the project ʻThe 
Extraordinary Myrian Makenwaʼ was born.145 
 Myrian Makenwa, in an interview conducted by Carlos Estrada, explains that as a 
result of piracy, costeño producers lost the incentive to travel to Europe to buy licenses of 
records they wanted to release on La Costa. Therefore, Discos ʻMachuca and Discos 
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Tropical decided to record African songs as close as possible to the original using talented 
local musiciansʼ. Makenwa goes on stating that for her the recordings were difficult 
because she was not familiar with the language the lyrics were in. So, she ended up 
improvising and making her own version of the songs.
146
 Apparently, the implementation 
of the covers depended to a great share upon the individual musicians and what they did 
out of the projects which were purported by the record labels. Interestingly, Makenwa 
states in the interview with Estrada that the day after the recordings she went to see Rafael 
Machuca to collect her money and never again heard of that record – until the day of the 
interview with Estrada in 2012. Apparently, not all the Colombian artists recording covers 
of música africana enjoyed success with their projects. 
 
 
      Figure 8: Record sleeve of Abelardo Carbonó.             Figure 9: Record sleeve of Wganda Kenya. 
                          Source: Own photograph             Source: Own photograph.  
Figure 9:  
An indeed famous artist from the 1970s is Abelardo Carbonó. Analog Africa describes his 
styles as that ʻ[t]he body of his arrangement [is] typically Colombian but the soul of the 
song[s] comes in form of kenya-inspired, congo-submerged psychedelic guitars, 
persistently weaving their sparkling riffs into the music, creating something unique and 
consequently making him one of Colombiaʼs most sought after musician[s]ʼ. They 
published an interview with him in which he states that one of the first songs with his band, 
Grupo Abharca, was titled ʻShallcarriʼ. He composed the lyrics to that song on the basis of 
a book written in Wayuu (a Colombian indigenous language) and chose the title swapping 
the first and second half of the town name Carrizal so that it became ʻShallcarriʼ. Carbonó 
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explains that he did his first solo project, ʻA otro perro con ese huesoʼ (ʻTo another dog 
with this boneʼ) in the early 1970s with Discos Tropical and it became a hit:  
Farmers and peasants would go to the ʻverbenasʼ (barrios street parties) after work to enjoy 
a drink and some music. And, when that song was played, those guys use[d] to stick their 
ʻChampetaʼ, also known as a machete, into their pants and dance along the music. Thatʼs 
how our style of play became known as ʻChampetaʼ.147  
Carbonó confirms with this quotation the origin of the term champeta. Furthermore, it 
becomes clear that the marking of this music as champeta and the naming of its followers 
as champetúos was not restricted to the Cartagenian context and the Bazurto market but 
rather was a process taking place simultaneously in Cartagena and Barranquilla.  
Another observation that can be made from the information on Wganda Kenya, 
Myrian Makenwa and Abelardo Carbonó is about language and lyrics. Although the 
majority of the song titles were in Spanish, the lyrics were often composed of other 
languages but in a way that linguistically they did not make sense. Wganda Kenya just 
imitated what they regarded was a West African language, Myrian Makenwa improvised 
the lyrics, and Grupo Abharca even made use of a Colombian indigenous language for a 
song supposed to sound like African music.  
 Other hits by Abelardo Carbonó include ʻQuiero a mi genteʼ (ʻI love my peopleʼ) 
and ʻAfrica llamaʼ (ʻAfrica callingʼ). The list of Colombian artists covering African and 
Afro-Caribbean music can optionally be continued. All the record labels from the coast and 
the interior alike created Colombian artists who either covered African or Afro-Caribbean 
songs or got inspired very closely by those bands. Machuca produced, amongst many 
others, Juancho Polo Valencia, Alberto Pacheco, Aníbal Velásquez, Alejo Durán, Ramiro 
Beltrán and Cumbia Siglo XX; Fuentes released Wganda Kenya, Pianonegro, Sexteto 
Manaure, and Calixto Ochoa; Tropical worked with Abelardo Carbonó and Wasamayé 
Rock Group; and Felito recorded with Conjunto Son San and Abelardo Carbonó.
148
 It 
should be emphasised that almost none of the Colombian cover bands and artists 
experienced any major international exposure.
149
 
 Felito Records started in 1980 to have their own record studio which was by then, 
after the Tropical studio, the first modern and well equipped studio in Barranquilla. It was 
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common practice to release compilations consisting of songs of different music styles, like 
African music together with cover versions and vallenatos, to try the market and to see 
which artists enjoyed the highest reception in order to record a single album with those 
ones afterwards. Interviewee Felix Butrón points out that almost all musicians from the 
Colombian Caribbean coast were not ʻstudiedʼ musicians; they did not enjoy a professional 
music education. Butrón calls them ʻnatural musiciansʼ or ʻwild musiciansʼ, musicians, 
instrumentalists and singers who mainly came from small villages on La Costa and had a 
natural gift for music making.
150
  
 
 
Figure 10: A verbena (picó party) in Barranquilla in the 1970s. Banners advertise the next gigs of the picós. 
Source: Africolombia 
 
Butrón tells that when they started to record and distribute Afro-sound music they did so 
under the name terapia instead of música africana or champeta. They believed this would 
appeal to people more and intended to take away the ʻstratifiedʼ character attached to the 
term champeta: ʻWe gave it, when we released this music, the [música] africana, we gave 
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it [the name] música terapia to make people like it moreʼ.151 It was only by the midst-
1980s when Felito Records firstly released a record under the name champeta. Butrón 
narrates: ʻBefore this whole process of champeta [criolla] a product was made here [at 
Felito Records], we released a LP compilation using for the first time the name champeta. 
And it was called ʻLa Champeta de Felitoʼʼ.152  
Actually, it is not clarified why the music was named terapia nor whether this was 
a conscious decision to conceal the negative connotations of champeta or to create a 
feeling of ʻmental recreationʼ for the terapia listeners. Many of my interview partners, 
when I asked them about the term terapia, would say that there was no special reason 
behind this renaming. However, there are a few scholars who briefly discuss this 
phenomenon. One of them is Deborah Pacini. She offers the explanation that when African 
music was intended to be made more appealing to the middle classes and the record 
companies started to have a stake in the business, those new consumers should not need to 
be embarrassed to purchase the disdained champeta music. The word terapia (ʻtherapyʼ) 
should suggest a ʻfeel-goodʼ quality. Pacini goes on calling attention to the changing 
record sleeves in the 1980s. The jackets of terapia records were supposed to generate a 
social context invoking the upper classes. Typically, terapia record sleeves pictured blond, 
barely clothed women. In some cases, a sleeve could also be meant to create an emotional 
linkage to Africa; then African stereotypes like black warriors in ʻtribalʼ clothing or lions 
or other wild animals were displayed.
153
 In other occasions, reference to Colombia, the 
Caribbean or African was completely avoided and North American youth culture was 
invoked. Examples of the last two versions are shown with the help of record sleeves by 
Felito Records (Figures 11 and 12). 
The renaming of champeta into terapia is the only incident in the history of this 
music which points towards an attempt to strip champeta music off its black and, hence, 
negative image and to make it more appealing to middle class consumers. The adding of 
record sleeves promoting beauty ideals of white middle and upper class society like blond 
women emphasises this claim of a clear hint of an attempted whitening process. By 
contrast, the picturing of African stereotypes contradicts this point.  
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Figure 11 
 
Figure 11: Terapia record sleeve by Felito Records.       Figure 12: Terapia record sleeve by FelitoRecords. 
Source: Discogs               Source: Felito Records, Catálogo General. 
 
 
Champeta and Africanness  
Claudia Mosquera and Marion Provansal ask why champeta music settled down in the 
socially marginalised neighbourhoods of Cartagena, rather than in Jamaica, Quibdó 
(capital of the Chocó department on the Pacific coast), Turbo (Caribbean city close to the 
Panamanian boarder), or Buenaventura (Pacific port); all of them being sites with a high 
population of Afro-descendants.
154
 An article from Cartagenian newspaper El Universal 
attributing Cartagena a significant place in the centre of the Black Caribbean may clear 
things up: 
The musical atmosphere of Cartagena exposed itself to the interchange with and influence 
of other musics which came from the Caribbean, although the geography of an area which 
is more water than land and extends from the Gulf of Mexico to the coasts of Africa and 
from New York to Buenos Aires, may not be very clear. […] Cartagena is in the centre of 
this map. Consuming the music of the non-Hispanic Caribbean has always been an 
alternative pointing towards a blacker, more afro sensibility.
155
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The black costeños and champetúos did not regard themselves as part of this Black 
Caribbean, rich of culture and poor of equalities, until recently. With the arrival of African 
and Afro-Caribbean music, however, black cartageneros and barranquilleros started to be 
aware of a pole of identification other than the nationalist parameters of the nation-state 
which always rewarded them with social and political exclusion and racial discrimination. 
The felt necessary of reconnecting with an African past and finding an own pole of 
identification apart from mainstream Colombian identity, is expressed by Charles King 
who states in an interview with me that 
Champeta helped to re-identify with the African ethnicity and with the part that was taken 
away from us by the colonisers at the moment of acculturating us their way […]. And 
champeta emerges like a new version of a cultural identity where those who are Afro in the 
city of Cartagena are the ones who most listened to African music and the ones who most 
listened to our [champeta] music.
156
 
The consciousness about Africanness, i.e. certain African-derived elements in the Afro-
Colombian culture, is a very recent trend in Colombia. The development and increasing 
popularity of Afro music in Colombia has to be set in the global context of the rise of black 
music and the increasing visibility and popularity of Afro culture. The fact that the legal 
and societal situation of black Colombians improved and the popularity of their music 
grew since the 1980s is no coincidence; nor can it be seen as an isolated phenomenon 
exclusively taking place in this country. The groundwork was laid in the 1970s when a 
ʻblack movementʼ (which rather consisted of different small groups) started to appear on 
the screen. 
Elisabeth Cunin states that these movements of claiming a black ethnicity were 
highly influenced by ideologies abroad, like the civil rights movement in the US, the 
Négritude of the Antillean and African intellectuals, and the decolonisation processes of 
the 1950s and 1960s. Special emphasis was put on the history of black resistance. By 
incorporating Benkos Biohó – according to the legend, founder of San Basilio de Palenque 
– into the row of black heroes like Martin Luther King, Malcolm X and Aimé Césaire, the 
Afro-Colombians developed their own discourse on black resistance.
157
 The solidarity the 
Afro-Colombians articulated for the anti-Apartheid movement in South Africa is 
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mentioned by Manuel Reyes who worked at a radio programme called ʻSoweto African 
Beatʼ (see next chapter) in support of the liberation of Nelson Mandela and by Lucas Silva 
who connects this struggle to the Colombian context by stating that ʻCartagena es muy 
Apartheidʼ (ʻCartagena is very Apartheidʼ).158 
 Resistance was not only commemorated by remembering the past – firstly Benkos 
Biohó and the history of Palenque – but also by fighting for the practice of an own Afro-
Colombian culture at the present day. The covering of música africana by Afro-
Colombians in the 1980s coincides with a decade of increasing visibility of black 
communities, on a world-wide scale. In Europe, we find movements of numerous minority 
groups with a strong ethnic focus; African decolonisation was completed; music from 
Africa was on the rise and gaining popularity, especially music from South Africa which 
was instrumented in the struggle against Apartheid; in 1981, MTV (Music Television) was 
launched; and in 1982, (still) black Michael Jackson released Thriller, the best-selling 
album in the history of music. Other black musicians started their global careers and by the 
end of 1989, hip hop was spreading around the world. The growing mutual attraction of 
world regions is reflected in global music styles like world music or world beat which 
experienced a great boom in the beginning of the 1980s. Samy Ben Redjeb emphasises 
these points and adds that global interest in African music has constantly been growing 
ever since.
159
 The record label Analog Africa refers to the emergence of Afro-Colombian 
popular music as a ʻstory of intersecting destinies across fantastic geographies and 
spontaneous meetings that awoke the linkages of a dormant diasporaʼ.160  
 The costeños entered this dormant diaspora by consuming its music. This chapter 
described how they actively engaged in making the African diaspora being felt on La 
Costa by bringing música africana to Colombia and celebrating it at the local picós. The 
communal character of these parties adds an important social weight to these leisure 
activities. The emphasis on exclusivity of the most wanted records shows that música 
africana enjoyed a reputation so great in these communities that individuals could obtain 
an important position within it when having one of these most wanted songs at their 
disposal. The cover versions which emerged out of música africana since the late 1970s 
are to be viewed as the next step in identifying with ʻAfricannessʼ. The Afro-Colombians 
moved on from only consuming African diasporic music to producing it themselves. The 
only attempt to homogenise this music and to adapt it to the mestizo society by changing its 
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name and getting rid of the negative image adherent to this music was not successful in the 
long run and discrimination against champeta remained strong. Nevertheless, an upcoming 
current in Cartagena was about to change the fate of champeta sustainably.   
60 
 
Chapter 3: Champeta Criolla 
When arriving at the coastal city of Cartagena de Indias, one will most probably have the 
first contact with champeta music in the short taxi ride from the local airport to the city. 
For the trained eyes and ears, there are acoustic and visual symbols of this music 
recognisable on every corner in the city. However, it is still possible to shut one’s eyes 
before this remarkable cultural achievement by simply not leaving the higher circles of the 
city’s society or – more geographically speaking – the upper class neighbourhoods like 
Manga, Crespo, Bocagrande, and the whole colonial old town district. Despite of its 
exclusion from certain parts of the city, champeta is considered as the music of Cartagena 
and enjoys incredible popularity on the whole Caribbean coast.  
The artists making champeta criolla evolved out of the musical movements of 
música africana and its covers in the 1980s. Amongst the many groups who recorded 
songs á la africana with record studios in Barranquilla and Cartagena in the 1970s and 
1980s was Son Palenque, a traditional music group from Palenque. Felix Butrón from 
Felito Records tells me that first they recorded with CBS Records (which was later bought 
by Sony), then with Unison, and finally with his label.
161
 The music played by Son 
Palenque was pioneering because they fused traditional music from Palenque, like 
chalupa, bullerengue and lumbalú with modern arrangements of bass, guitar and 
saxophone. At Felito Records, they worked with the famous sound engineer Eduardo 
Dávila and the talented musician Abelardo Carbonó,
162
 both mentioned in the previous 
chapter.  
As a couple of the cover versions being produced on La Costa imitated alleged 
African languages, some palenquero musicians dared to also record songs in their own, 
Bantu-derived, language. Son Palenque was one of them. Viviano Torres narrates in an 
interview with me that he had already gotten inspired by other palenqueros who composed 
songs in the Palenquero language, like Juan Reyes who was a vallenato musician and 
became famous when composing songs about Kid Pambelé from Palenque who won the 
boxing world championship as the first Colombian in 1972. Torres made acquaintances 
with Cecilio Valdez and his son Justo Valdez, members of Son Palenque, who included 
him in the band as a dancer.
163
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Figure 12: Son Palenque in the 1980s.  
Source: Soundway 
 
In 1982, the Festival de Música del Caribe, an international music festival influenced by 
world music, came into being in Cartagena; Son Palenque participated in the second 
festival in 1983. Torres narrates that he got inspired by the way of making music of 
African and Caribbean musicians who were invited there and whom he saw on stage.
164
 He 
tells that 
In this festival I got to know many artists because I am restless, I more or less know some 
English and I connected with them [the other artists]. […] In this moment I saw soca, I 
listened to soca, and I also saw the rhythms as something very similar to what we have in 
Palenque. I said this is important! We had success but with traditional, organic music, 
without harmony because this is what Son Palenque does. I said Son Palenque is only 
noticed at the festival and Carnival to donate […] but as soon as this is over, out!165 
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Torres mentions the attention Afro-Colombian bands like Son Palenque received by 
organisers of festivals and traditional celebrations. Outside these events there was little 
interest in this kind of music. He decided to study music in order to be able to fuse the 
rhythms of Palenque with the tunes he had heard in the festival. His aim was to create a 
harmonised music which lasted longer than the music Son Palenque and other traditional 
groups were playing who were only invited to folkloric celebrations and remained 
forgotten over the rest of the year. He said to himself  
If I study music, I can harmonise these rhythms. […] Guitar, piano, brass, and it should 
sound different to last in time […]. With what I am thinking of one can last. [...] And I get 
into studying at the festival and the Festival de Música del Caribe was much supported by a 
number of people who wanted to help talents of the city. […] I said to Paco de Onis [co-
organiser of the festival], ay, I would like to study music but how can I do this? I am too 
poor and I donʼt have the possibility to pay not even a thousand pesos, not even one peso. 
By that time not even one peso [before the currency changeover]. He said to me, alright, 
letʼs talk to the director of Fine Arts [of the University of Cartagena] to see what he can do. 
We had success there with Son Palenque and Mister de Onis says to me, when the 
presentation is over, he introduced him to me [the director] and says, look, this boy wants 
to… We have to help this boy. And I say to him we need ten scholarships without knowing 
if the others [of Son Palenque] wanted this.
166
 
Eventually, Torres received eight scholarships. He was able to convince some of the Son 
Palenque members, others did not want to join. However, the majority was not convinced 
by the new path Torres was striking and he developed musically away from the group. In 
1985, he founded Ané Swing with the idea to perform music as a mixture of African styles 
and Palenque rhythms in the Palenquero language and won over Charles King and 
Melchor, both from Palenque, as background singers.
167
 They sang in Spanish and 
Palenquero and made up their own lyrics. Champeta singer Louis Towers adds that at a 
certain point people believed that Viviano Torres spoke several languages but he was just 
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emulating parts of the lyrics of African singers.
168
 Ané Swing with their fusion of música 
africana with Colombian tunes and the insertion of modern instruments like guitar, electric 
piano and brass paved the way for the next level of champeta which should come to be 
known as champeta criolla. 
 
Colombia and the Caribbean 
Ané Swing is a phrase in Palenquero. ʻAnéʼ means ʻtheyʼ, so the expression says ʻthey 
swingʼ. Viviano Torres is said to be the pioneer of champeta criolla. He explains that 
champeta criolla emerged out of different traditional rhythms which have their origin in 
the village of Palenque, such as chalupa, bullerengue, lumbalú, and the sones palenqueros. 
These rhythms gained a relatively high level of familiarity in the country thanks to artists 
like Cartagenian singer Delia Zapata and ballet dancer and choreographer Sonia Osorio. In 
their ensembles they employed palenquero instrumentalists like the famous Paulino 
Salgado ʻBatataʼ, who would later become known as the first of the ʻBatata dynastyʼ, a 
family of excellent tambores (drums) players from Palenque, and spread those rhythms in 
the interior of Colombia.
169
 
 In an interview with me, Viviano Torres narrates that after having created Ané 
Swing he requested a participation in the Festival de Música del Caribe in 1986. His wash 
was negated in a first instance because Ané Swing was a young band and hardly known. 
But Torres knew Paco de Onis and Antonio ʻEl Monoʼ (ʻThe Blondʼ) Escobar, the 
organisers, and received a short performance during the inauguration. According to Torres, 
this gig was a full success and the fifth Festival de Música del Caribe gave officially birth 
to Ané Swing playing champeta.
170
  
 Almost all of my interview partners underline the importance of the Festival de 
Música del Caribe for the development of champeta music. In 1982, the first Festival de 
Música del Caribe was organised in the old town of Cartagena by Paco de Onis and 
Antonio Escobar, both of rich families, the former living in the United States, the latter in 
the elite neighbourhood of Crespo.
171
 Escobar and de Onis seem to have had no monetary 
interest in the festival. They were music lovers and had travelled the world assisting 
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festivals and ʻnourishing their hippy soulsʼ.172 The sensation about the festival was that it 
brought African and Caribbean artists to the city who used to be listened to and celebrated 
in the picós.
173
  
Enrique Múñoz regards this festival as 
the turning point in the history of black 
music in Colombia and states that a 
great number of Afro-Colombian 
singers, musicians, and visitors went on 
a pilgrimage to the Caribbean city.
174
 
The location was well selected because 
they city was already known in the 
Caribbean and beyond as a tourist 
destination. Louis Towers states that 
the festival helped put an end to the 
social barriers that existed towards 
champeta music. Earlier, the 
palenqueros, who had a significant part 
in the development of champeta, used to be exposed to mockery and derision, as Viviano 
Torres narrates: ʻWe were objects of mockery in this city due to our manner of talking, due 
to our manner of dancing […]. People who had this colonist mentality mocked us for our 
talking, for our singing, for our manner of dressing. But the festival saw in this a 
manifestationʼ.175 
Although the festival had an entrance fee, representatives from all the estratos
176
 
(strata) went to see the shows. Towers and Manuel Reyes tell me that on the last day of the 
festival, a stage was installed on top of the city wall so that people who could not effort 
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buying a ticket could see their favourite singers from outside.
177
 Whilst in the first years of 
the festival, the Cartagenian middle class remained sceptical about the new musical 
influences, newspaper articles seemed to have forgotten their old disdain towards Afro-
Colombian music by around 1985. The festival was a catalyst for African music and its 
commercialisation. Previously exclusively consumed by the working and lower classes, the 
festival pushed it towards the middle class and stimulated the media (which before used to 
negate and stigmatise this vigorous culture) to adopt a more positive attitude in its 
coverage.
178
 
 After his first participation in the fifth version of the Festival de Música del Caribe 
in 1986, Viviano Torres and his band Ané Swing were listened to all over Cartagena but no 
record label wanted to offer them a record deal. Torres illustrates this point with clear 
words: ʻNo record label wanted these [our] proposals. Not even Discos Fuentes that was 
doing some fusionsʼ.179 Discos Fuentes was the record label whose catalogue veered most 
towards what Viviano Torres and his colleagues on La Costa were doing. Apart from the 
fact that they were not interested, Discos Fuentes had moved from Cartagena to Medellín 
in 1983 and the nearest record labels were the ones located in Barranquilla. 
Finally, Unison Records consented to record an album with Ané Swing but under 
the condition that they had to pay for the recording. Torres gives account of this 
development at the end of the year 1986 in the following quotation: 
We went to Barranquilla where two studios existed, one of Felix Butrón, Felito Records, 
and one called Unison. I was a bit close, somehow friends with the ones from Unison, so I 
went and talked to them and they told me, Viviano, get the money and we are going to 
charge you 3,000 pesos an hour. How long will it take you? [laughing] 3,000 pesos! I said, 
wow, 3,000 pesos is a lot of money!
180
 
Torres raised the money, the band went to Barranquilla and started recording. But the 
money was expended before the audio track of the main voice was recorded, and when 
Torres recorded it later with a friend, the quality could not catch up any more. Afterwards, 
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they sent the record back to Unison but they were not convinced by the product.
181
 By 
chance, Torres discovered that an employee of Kubaney Records, located in Miami, was in 
town. He approached him, the record was sent to the US and two weeks later Torres was 
offered a record deal. This is how the first record of champeta music with the lead track 
ʻPermisoʼ (ʻPermissionʼ) was released in Miami under the name of terapia with Spanish 
and Palenquero lyrics. Torres observed during his tour in Florida that his song was 
sounding broadly in the radio. However, Kubaney showed no interest in releasing the 
album in the Colombian market as well but Ané Swingʼs success in the US soon attracted 
the attention of the Colombian labels that initially had refused them. After some time of 
constant back and forth, Torres ransomed himself from Kubaney and signed with Codiscos 
in Medellín.
182
  
Torres is now seen as the man who invented champeta criolla. But Barranquilla has 
its own champeta pioneer as well. In an interview, Abelardo Carbanó narrates that  
There was always an ensuing rivalry between Cartagena and Barranquilla. In Cartagena 
they say Viviano Torres was the precursor of Champeta while here, in Barranquilla, they 
swear it to be Abelardo Carbono. Sometimes people ask me, ʻAre you the creator of 
Champeta?ʼ I reply, ʻEsa vaina me tiene sin ciudado (who cares?)ʼ.183 
It becomes clear that both cities have a claim of being the cradle of champeta music. What 
Abelardo Carbonó misses out in the interview is the distinction between champeta criolla 
and the cover versions of champeta africana which were both put under the umbrella of 
champeta music. Undoubtedly, both Carbonó and Torres contributed important shares to 
the development of champeta but their contributions occurred into different directions. 
Whilst Carbonó and his colleagues firmly anchored champeta africana in Barranquilla, the 
success of Viviano Torres and his colleagues turned Cartagena into the mecca of champeta 
criolla. The city which historically had ranked first in oppressing its Afro-descendant 
population now gave birth to the most self-confident expression of Afro-Colombian 
culture. 
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The Taking-Over of the City 
Champeta criolla was steadily gaining more supporters since the midst 1980s. Viviano 
Torres motivated many others to follow his suit, a lot of them being palenqueros.
184
 Louis 
Towers, for instance, began his career in 1988 with Discos Victoria in Medellín. His first 
hit, however, was not a champeta song. It was a souk rhythm which was in vogue by then, 
entitled ʻCaribe míoʼ (ʻMy Caribbeanʼ). Towers tells that he also did reggae and other 
styles before dedicating him entirely to champeta in the midst of the 1990s. His eventual 
choice to stay with champeta he explains ʻbecause this is the genre which fills me up, 
which reaches me, which moves me; it is my motor, to put it that way. So, there is nothing 
I can do. Itʼs mineʼ.185 Unfortunately, the record labels did not share this passionate view 
of champeta. Responding to the question about the problems of champetúos in Cartagena 
to record their music, Towers confirms the non-interest of the labels in champeta music:  
The difficulty was that they [the record labels] were not interested in the champeta market. 
Therefore, I could not do champeta with them. So, when I came to Cartagena to do 
champeta, I did champeta – but secretly. Why secretly? Because although my voice could 
sound and they could even know that it was my voice, important things could happen here, 
I mean, it could have hit, there could have been a lot of resonance around my voice here, 
with my name. So, this was my fear because I said if they knew that I was recording 
champeta for other people and that this was working, they could get mad. They could say 
that I am not fulfilling the contract. So, in order to record, I had to do it secretly here.
186
 
Towers goes on explaining that he did continue making champeta, even under the same 
name, Louis Towers, but that Discos Fuentes (that had him under contract by then) did not 
care much because ʻno estaba pasando gran cosaʼ (ʻthere was not happening muchʼ). If he 
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had had economic success doing champeta in Cartagena, he would have gotten problems 
with his them. In the following time, Towers also recorded with Sonolux.
187
 
It was common business that artists would change record labels many times 
because there were always quarrels and discontent on both sides.
188
 Humberto Castillo 
states that there existed many labels but on the coast they were small, family-run 
companies, few owning pressing machines and many of them with poor distribution 
circles. Lucas Silva adds that there existed 20 to 30 record labels on the coast in the 1960s, 
70s and 80s.
189
 By contrast, the ones from the interior, especially Medellín, regarded 
champeta as too regional a genre to put much effort in it to distribute it nationally. 
Additionally, they were discouraged by the social stigma adherent to champeta.
190
 With 
regard to the appropriation of former music styles, like cumbia and vallenato, by a music 
industry serving the national market, we can observe that this did not happen in the case of 
champeta. The ignorance of the Colombian record industry mentioned in the interviews is 
also confirmed by Deborah Pacini. She states that neither the Colombian music industry 
nor those international labels established in the Colombian market showed any interest in 
promoting and capitalising on African diasporic music.
191
 Clearly, their incentives were 
also low because champeta, due to being underclass music, had no economic potential.  
Despite the fact that more and more champeta criolla artists professionally 
recorded their music since midst of the 1980s and informally since the 1990s (see below), 
it was still very difficult to sound in the radio.
192
 The peculiarities of costeño radio 
broadcasting are described by Manuel Reyes who was doing a radio programme called 
ʻSoweto African Beatʼ from 1987 to 1990 in Cartagena. Every weekend, they would play 
Afro-Caribbean and African music to support the liberation of Nelson Mandela.
193
 This 
programme identifies a strong solidarity with the struggle of the black South Africans 
against Apartheid and the call for racial equality Mandela vouches for. However, ʻSoweto 
African Beatʼ did not have champeta included in its playlists because the owners and 
programme directors of the radio shows did not allow it.
194
 They were in their majority 
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white entrepreneurs who had no interest in promoting a socially disrespected music and 
raising the impression that they were supporting a violent under-class culture.
195
 Another 
radio show Manuel Reyes was involved with and presenting was ʻArriba Caribeñoʼ which 
was broadcasted from 1985 on for five years every Friday at 6:00 PM on Radio Piloto.
196
 
Reyes states that the manager of the radio station approached him to impede the playing of 
champeta criolla because of its vulgarity: 
Champeta was very in fashion and champeta was listened to everywhere [but] the manager, 
when the records were released, the champeta songs, and the first champeta songs were 
brought to me, he says no, that he would not accept that we played champeta music in the 
radio station because it was very vulgar etc.
197
 
 
Figure 14: Posters advertising picós at the Bazurto market in Cartagena. 
Source: ʻChampetaʼ in Wikipedia  
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However, champeta was already sounding all over the city through the picós by that time 
and people were calling the radio to request this music. Reyes, in turn, piled on the 
pressure and was on the verge to quitting if he was not allowed to play a record he had 
received by champeta artist Kussima for one time. He did so, the stone started to roll and 
champeta criolla slowly began to assert itself in the radio.
198
 
It has to be taken into consideration that apart from punctual broadcastings in a few 
radio stations, champeta criolla experienced a very slow development in the radio and 
other communication media in the 1980s. It was still very much discriminated against and 
the radio stations, most of them owned by white men of the costeño elite, saw in this music 
a vulgar, disharmonised, and violent musical expression by black criminals. Additionally, 
we find in the Colombian context something which is called la payola, a capitalist 
mechanism in which record labels have to pay the radio stations for playing their music.
199
 
An employee of the record label Codiscos explains in 1984 with regard to la payola that 
ʻthere is no direct relation between what is most listened to and what sells mostʼ.200 And 
because champeta was listened to but had not much sales potential, the labels had no 
interest in promoting it. The interviewees Rodrigo Rodríguez and Lucas Silva support this 
claim by stating that the radio confuses because it simulates a music as being popular 
although it might be not.
201
 In the 1990s, the issue improved significantly and 
approximately since the turn of the century, champeta has been finding its way into radio 
and television.  
With regard to the musical distinction between Cartagena and Barranquilla, 
interviewee Humberto Castillo tells that when champeta criolla was evolving, ʻAfrican 
[music] experienced an impressive recess in Cartagena, but not in Barranquilla. In 
Barranquilla, it is completely prevailing but the new generation of barranquilleros does 
have what we call today champeta urbanaʼ.202 From the 1980s on, when in Cartagena the 
trend was slowly moving away from música africana and towards champeta criolla, in 
Barranquilla the people kept consuming the former. This is the point when the two cities 
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significantly move away from each other with regard to the musical developments. 
Cartagena became the centre of champeta criolla, Barranquilla remained leading the way 
in psychodelia and folk. What Castillo calls champeta urbana is the newest form of 
champeta criolla, a fusion with Caribbean dancehall, reggaetón and commercial pop 
music. It came up by the end of the 2000s and is the next step in the evolution of champeta 
music. Not very praised by the original lovers of champeta criolla from the 1980s and 
1990s and música africana, it now is the music of the younger Afro-Colombian 
generations all over the Colombian Caribbean coast. Champeta urbana is also the kind of 
champeta which now is enjoying more and more approval in the interior of Colombia. It 
seems that the adaption to modern global music styles is also paving the way for national 
adaptation. 
In the mid-1990s – to turn the wheel back – picó owners and other informal 
entrepreneurs in Cartagena started to take over the production processes the record labels 
refused to do. They had been active in a comparable way before when they had sent their 
own people to buy African music abroad. Now, champeta artists gradually moved away 
from begging the record labels to contract them. It was in 1996 when Humberto Castillo 
did his last trip abroad to buy música africana. He narrates that  
In 1996, Yamiro Marín does with Chawala a radical change. I say in 96 because then I do 
the last trip financed by a personality from here from the city called Jesús María 
Villalobos, ʻEl Perroʼ [ʻThe Dogʼ], and it is The Dog who initiates with Chawala the 
process of production of champeta criollaʼ.203 
The production of champeta criolla passed over to small, local, informal businesses in the 
1990s. Or better put, the production of champeta criolla was initiated on a quantitative 
scale. Chawala with his picó El Rey de Rocha is the most famous example of this new 
development. He produced the most successful champeta artists together with his associate 
Yamiro Marín who functioned as director of the label Rocha Disc, tells me Louis 
Towers.
204
 El Rey de Rocha is still the most popular picó in Cartagena and all the 
champeta singers used to and still have to go past him. He is said to have the right touch 
and always knows when a song will burst. In one of his rare interviews, Chawala states that 
ʻI donʼt regard myself as the best but I have a good ear to know which song will be a 
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success. I help them [the artists] both with the tunes and with the lyrics. I contribute my 
grain of sandʼ.205 Under him, artists like Hernán Hernández, Rafael Chávez, Viviano 
Torres, Louis Towers, Charles King, Melchor Pérez, El Afinaíto, El Sayayín, and Mr. 
Black emerged and ʻall of them passed by my handʼ.206 Like the songs of música africana 
before, champeta criolla artists also had to always be promoted by the local picós. The 
change that occurred now was that they were recorded by small producers and did not 
necessarily depend on big national and multinational record labels. Champeta producer 
Manuel Reyes narrates with regard to the informality of the champeta business: 
Here there was, there is a place which was, which is very emblematic on the public market. 
You should go to this place but you wonʼt find anymore the same as before. The Bazurto 
market is an emblematic place where musicians, singers… There were like one, two, three 
discotiendas [record or CD shops] and the owners of these discotiendas became music 
producers. The boys brought the songs to them, sung in a cappella or perhaps they put a 
maqueta, what they call here a maqueta de música, they played background music and 
sang. A pista, they played what they called a track. So, if they liked it, it was recordedʼ.207 
Yamiro Marín of Rocha Disc was one of the owners of the discotiendas at Bazurto market. 
Manuel Reyes goes on explaining that ʻthis place was considered as the temple of 
champeta because there at every time and every day you found champeta singers and 
musicians visiting the producersʼ.208 These producers were small entrepreneurs who 
recorded champeta criolla and had good connections to the local picós where the music 
was played. They did not grow rich with their activities; the fact that the centre of the 
champeta business used to be the public market of Bazurto for a long time confirms this.
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The champeta artists of the first generation, Charles King, Melchor, Elio Boom, Louis 
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Towers and Boogaloo, headed by Viviano Torres, could not really make a living out of 
their music either although they received some money for recordings and performances 
and had a proportionate stake in the sales.
210
 
 
 
Figure 15: El Rey de Rocha in Cartagena, 1992. 
Source: Africolombia 
 
The instruments involved in champeta are the drum set, electric guitars, bass, congas, and 
the synthesiser which adds rhythmic effects. A thesis by Cartagenian literature student 
Maribel Barraza engages with the lyrics of a variety of successful champeta songs from 
2000 to 2005. She concludes that the content is about everyday life, the singers express 
their identity through this music and common topics are betrayal, falling in and out of love, 
sex, social parasitism, arrogance, family problems, crime, and deprivation. Very often 
expressions have double meanings. The textual modus it follows is the narrative. The 
sociolect implicitly tells about economic deprivation, poor education, youth, and the 
masculine sex of the singers. They represent their reality which is full of shortages.
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However, it has also to be taken into consideration that Charles King and other champeta 
singers consciously chose not to deal with ordinary, rather superficial topics like love and 
sexual attraction but preferred to raise their voices against social injustice and other topics 
beyond the everyday life; as Charles King calls it, ʻa more global loveʼ.212 A great success, 
for instance, was ʻEl abogado corruptoʼ (ʻThe corrupt lawyerʼ) dealing with betraying the 
own identity: 
Obtuvo el grado de bachiller  He received the high school degree 
e ingresó a la universidad [...]  and started university [...] 
Primero fue aquel mundano  First, he was that mundane 
que bailó y se gozó del picó […] who danced and enjoyed the picó […] 
Hoy quiere lavarse las manos  Today he wants to wash his hands 
con su cartón de Licenciado.  with his degree document. 
Ya se olvidó que fue champetúo  He forgot that he was a champetúo 
y ahora cuando esucha un picó  and now, when he hears a picó 
en el barrio, llama a la policía. [...] in the barrio, he calls the police. [...] 
Él ya no escucha champeta  He no longer listens to champeta 
y ahora la rumba de él   and now his partying 
siempre la hará en la discoteca.  he always does in the discotheque.
213
 
Regarding the social message of his lyrics, King states that his songs are about a reality far 
from the beaches and the city centre, the reality of ʻthe otherʼ Cartagena.214 Making 
champeta sound over this stratified city also means to give the marginalised black 
population a voice to call for attention for their precarious situation. This adds to the social 
and societal power of champeta music a political side. Music which gives a voice to socio-
economically disadvantaged people who in turn use this music to transmit political 
message denunciating current living conditions did of course not find the approval of the 
ruling class. Luckily for them, there were much more champetúos who did not dedicate 
themselves to social messages. This is why champeta is rather not perceived as a political 
music. 
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Champeta and Discrimination 
Pierre Bourdieu states in Distinction that art and cultural consumption are a priori 
determined ʻto fulfil a social function of legitimating social differencesʼ. He goes on 
explaining that oneʼs taste is asserted by the rejection and intolerance of the tastes of 
others, i.e. taste is what distinguishes one social group from another. This aesthetic 
intolerance can appear in highly violent forms and is one of the strongest barriers between 
the classes. The lowest classes, he concludes, seem to serve only as negative reference 
points.
215
 Lucas Silva gives a striking example for what Bourdieu claims referring to 
champeta: 
Many think that champeta is only perreo [live sound effects to accentuate the percussion], 
picó and lyrics without message, but of course it is much more than that, it is a philosophy 
that ties Colombia to Africa, and it shows us the power of an Africanness which together 
with the costeño and the mestizo created a cultural and musical bomb.
216
  
With reference to this quotation, champeta was only understandable in its essence for the 
champetúos and members of the same social class. White, indigenous people, and ethnic 
members from other social classes were not able to grasp this ʻphilosophyʼ Silva mentions 
and to venture on this ʻmusical bombʼ. Humberto Castillo, in an interview with me, also 
speaks of champeta as a thing which is not understood by representatives of the authorities. 
He defines champeta as follows: 
Champeta [is] the catalyst of the daily sorrows of the Afro-descendant community who on 
the weekends during their visits to the picó finds the emotional escape from their pities, 
their poverty, [and] from the confrontation with the inquisitor on duty, who is called 
mayor; the Secretary of the Interior, who negates permission, who sabotages the dancing; 
from the police officer who in the majority of the cases is from the interior of the country 
and does not understand nor accepts that the black man has to listen to his music.
217
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From the two quotes it becomes apparent that the champetúos were facing rejection and 
misunderstanding from two sides, from the civil society and from the authorities who both 
have no mental access to this kind of cultural expression, do not understand the essential 
meaning of the lyrics, and what social significance a picó has, amongst other difficulties. 
The higher classes, by rejecting and discriminating against the culture of the lower classes, 
distinguish themselves from them and attribute themselves a higher, more sophisticated 
status. Bourdieuʼs considerations on the rejection of lower cultures by the elite remarkably 
resemble the heterogeneity in the formation of a national identity Peter Wade discusses. 
Sandra Trienekens claims that in multi-ethnic societies, ethnicity, alongside class 
distinctions, is likely to be a dominant mode of distinction. Additionally, new societal 
trends have to be taken into consideration by analysing cultural capital, namely, that over 
the course of the last decades, popular culture has lost its vulgar stigma and high-cultural 
art forms are no longer the only ones regarded as suitable for groups with a high cultural 
capital.
218
 In the case of Cartagena, the boundaries between class and ethnicity are strict 
because society is very much stratified according to race.
219
 I would assert that, due to 
general racist attitudes in the Colombian society, ethnicity is the driving force behind the 
creation of a shared feeling of community expressed by cultural forms.  
 The success of many different – national and international – popular music styles 
in Colombia does indeed confirm Trienekensʼ claim that popular culture is getting more 
and more accepted on a broadly societal scale. What has to be taken into consideration, 
however, is that all Colombian popular music styles evolved out of traditional musics – 
except champeta. Its emerging out of the imported música africana which from the very 
beginning tied this music to the African diaspora and put a clear emphasis on blackness is 
one explanation why this music was never whitened.  
In the history of twentieth-century music from La Costa, there are a great many 
accounts which bear witness of discrimination against musicians and singers by members 
of the middle and upper classes. In the Colombian context and especially in Cartagena 
where class and ethnicity are almost synonymous, racism might just be the easiest way to 
reject another culture. Louis Towers responds to the question why the record labels were 
not interested in recording champeta in the 1980s with that  
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First of all, […] it was a reflection of the social context, and on the other side, this implied 
that the musical quality was not reached, and moreover, it was about the musical taste of a 
somewhat small region because the Colombian coast was most interested in this music 
style, this kind of music, right? So, this was perhaps limiting us because one cannot deny 
that, for instance, this effect that was produced by the fact that our own local [political] 
leaders refused us, this also began to project onto the national producers [record labels]. 
So, the national producers were perhaps more interested in project already constituted 
musics of other sectors of Colombia abroad [or] musics recognised in other sectors abroad, 
but not that interested in genres which they perhaps did not know and for which they still 
did not have a commercial plan.
220
  
Towers concludes that the depreciation by local authorities further let the national record 
labels to reject champeta music. He rightly mentions the issue of taste, a taste with basis on 
La Costa which was not shared in the interior of the country. In the interior, this music was 
not only not known, it was also not understood, following Kubik and his claim of cross-
cultural misunderstanding.
221
 Another interesting claim Towers makes is that champeta, 
due to the lacking support of political and societal agents, did perhaps not develop into full 
potential by the time it could have reached this point already. This point can hardly be 
proven but the fact that champeta enjoyed great resonance in certain societal circles 
contradicts Towersʼ threads and rather points towards supporting the previously made 
argument, i.e. that the allegedly poor quality of the music was another excuse to reject it 
socially. Humberto Castillo believes that Towers had such a though time when starting his 
career because 
This record label from Medellín did not have the vision despite being very successful as a 
factory of Caribbean popular music. We saw that this was such a regional thing and they 
did not see the sales volume, they were not from here and saw [everything] very 
complicated and they also saw that there could be a lot of limitation of this music in the 
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radio diffusion. So, there was the social stigma. For them it was easier to say no, letʼs not 
insist in this.
222 
The behaviour of the record labels Castillo tells about is a hesitation to engage with 
champeta because of low estimated sales and rejection by the radio. Additionally to the 
refusal by radio stations, we observe very personal assaults on champeta performers at live 
events. Viviano Torres narrates in an interview with me that 
I suffered all the discrimination you want at the concerts. At concerts, guys contracted me 
and when the thing was well packed, they said, bring this nigger on, this negro maluco, and 
so on. [This guy] who had contracted me and was making money with me! And I could 
hear this and it offended me but...
223
 
In El Universal newspaper he gives another example of racial discrimination by the 
organisers at live gigs: ʻI went to the places as the main act. They said, so many people 
who came to see this ugly negro. Once in a discotheque, I got so upset because the 
administrator himself discriminated against me so badly that I didnʼt playʼ.224 
Racial discrimination and the rejection of their music is something all the initial 
champetúos tell about. Unfortunately, they are not the only ones who had to experience 
treatment like this. What at first glance sounds like an obstacle for a music to develop 
properly and to make its way up is a common characteristic in Colombian music history. 
Interviewee Juan Carlos Urango states that vallenato, during the time cumbia was evolving 
and introduced into the ball rooms by Lucho Bermúdez,  
[…] Vallenato was outlawed in the radio. Vallenato did not even have acceptation in 
Valledupar [later the mecca of vallenato]. Valledupar radio stations did not play accordion 
music, vallenato music. The reputation was very negative because at this time, there was 
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the upper class of Valledupar and the peasants and the Valledupar music was associated 
with the peasants, barefooted people, […] drinkers […].225 
Although the development of champeta features a great many peculiarities, there are a 
number of issues which remarkably remind of the history of other musics in Colombia, 
foremost cumbia and vallenato. Interviewees Álvaro Vermejo, ethnomusicologist, and 
Juan Carlos Urango, radio presenter at UdeC Radio in Cartagena, state with regard to 
whitening processes in Colombian music history that the originally tri-ethnic music styles 
cumbia and vallenato are no longer perceived as such by society but rather as mestizo 
musics which in Colombia means nothing else than a white music.
226
 However, since this 
is a settled belief, ʻthere is no interest in showing this. The package has already been 
formed and there is no interest in rebutting itʼ, Vermejo explains.227 Concerning the Afro-
Colombian contribution in vallenato, DJ and cultural promoter Edgard Benítez tells me 
that, although one of the most popular vallenato singers and accordion players, Alejo 
Durán, was black,  
[…] a class society which whitens a lot like the vallenato society helped to conceal not 
only the black origin or the black elements inherent to vallenato but also the indigenous 
elements which are inherent to vallenato and which are the origins of this music because 
this music was not from an elitist class, white, [it] was from popular classes, black, mestizo, 
indigenous. That it was whitened little by little is another thing […].228 
Felix Butrón from Felito Records compares the initial phase of vallenato to the 
development of champeta stating that 
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Vallenato, previously, like in the 70s, was a music which was classified the same as 
champeta. When champeta was born, it was classified […] of very low stratus. […] 
Vallenato was like this, too. [Then,] vallenato went rising, rising, rising.
229
 
In the 1970s, vallenato was already enjoying great success on La Costa but, as Butrón goes 
on, ʻin the interior, vallenato was not linked to the elite, at least [not] even to the youth and 
the middle classes… In the interior vallenato was not likedʼ.230 Butrón mentions two 
important things. Firstly, the rural character of a music can impede its general positive 
reception in a society keen on belonging to a urban, modern cosmopolitism. And secondly, 
it is up to the interiorʼs elite, i.e. the biggest cities of the interior, Medellín and foremost 
Bogotá, to decide what becomes national music and what does not. The Colombian society 
shows a clear obsession to strive for and identify with phenomena of whatever kind from 
outside the country rather than to recognise the value of their own culture. This is why all 
the Colombian musics were discriminated against in the first place before making it to be 
nationally recognised. Interviewee Lucas Silva confirms this observation by stating that 
ʻfirst, it is liked in Europe, then it is liked in Colombiaʼ.231 Viviano Torres claims that ʻthis 
city [Cartagena] is very difficult because the leaders here are not in line with the reality of 
this city. They want to keep on importing customs from other placesʼ.232 Louis Towersʼ 
experience is that Colombian society starts getting interested in a music 
when it has success abroad or even within Colombia outside the city which gives birth to 
this musical success. It is a lack of consciousness, thatʼs why I say, champeta is the only 
musical rhythm which represents, only living musical rhythm which represents the city of 
Cartagena but the city of Cartagena is so closed-minded, so elitist, according to them, so 
discriminatory that it is not capable to appreciate something positive about itself, instead 
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they prefer other people to tell them this is good, they are good in order to be able to 
understand that this is indeed good.
233
  
Very interestingly, Towers attributes part of champetaʼs success to the fact that it is also 
consumed and celebrated in the nearby city of Barranquilla: ʻPeople of another city say 
yes, come to me! Right? And they love us and they applaud us and they want us. So, this is 
contrary but trueʼ.234 So, although Barranquilla somehow ceded the champeta stage to 
Cartagena in the end of the 1980s/beginning of the 1990s by not actively involving itself in 
the production of champeta criolla, its contribution to the regional success of this music is 
still important by means of active support and consumption of this music. 
 The rejection of champeta by mainstream Colombian society was severe but, as 
examples of other music styles which gained national popularity in the second half of the 
twentieth century have shown, its association with the lower classes cannot be the only 
reason for a non-success on national level nor for the overwhelming success in the region 
of La Costa. The Colombians have historically adhered very much to trends happening in 
North America and Europe but mainstream society is not the only one orientating itself to 
what is happening outside the country.  
 
La Costa in the African Diaspora 
In the 1990s, champeta criolla was slowly beginning to take its place in the city of 
Cartagena and the rest of the Caribbean coast. On a global scale, this decade brought with 
it processes of social liberalisation and the rise of multiculturalism. The realisation of the 
latter is of special importance for the Colombian context because it culminated in the new 
Constitution of 1991 and the Law 70 of 1993. Article 7 of the Constitution for the first time 
recognises the multi-ethnicity of the Colombian society: ʻThe State recognises and protects 
the ethnic and cultural diversity of the Colombian Nationʼ.235 Furthermore, the Law 70 
included explicit references to black communities and a clear strengthening of their rights 
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and thus increased their visibility in the public and political realms. Elisabeth Cunin 
examines the implications of the new constitution and comes to the conclusion that the 
principle of homogeneity turned into heterogeneity, the rhetoric switched from race to 
ethnicity, and negros became afrocolombianos. With these rhetorical and political changes, 
Colombia responded to the global trend of multiculturalism, a symbol of a modern and 
peaceful country of the 1990s.
236
 
 The socio-political trend towards homogeneity and, hence, away from cultural 
whitening processes came too late for cumbia and vallenato but just in time for champeta. 
The fact that this music was able to make its ground on La Costa without losing or 
concealing its black components is furthermore due to the international developments 
mentioned above. The animosity and the poor echo champeta found in the interior of the 
country, however, show that multiculturalism does not equal social inclusion and that the 
habitus of the mainstream society still does not allow for a positive reception of black 
cultural expressions. But formal multiculturalism and reference to global social movements 
brought closer by globalisation processes connected the concerns of the Afro-Colombians 
more firmly to the African diaspora. 
 
 
Figure 16: Champeta criolla singers Charles King, Elio Boom, Boogaloo and Louis Towers with Congolese 
soukous singer Diblo Dibala (centre) in San Basilio de Palenque, 4 August 2013. Source: Charles King 
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However, there is more to be found in the Caribbean than a strong African legacy. 
Christine Ho and Keith Nurse claim that Caribbean society (whatever that is) and culture 
are diasporic and global at the same time. They state that the cultural challenges of 
modernity, diasporisation and globalisation have been keeping the Caribbean on the go 
since colonisation started. The new society which emerged out of European imperialism, 
capitalism, social stratification, and cultural hybridisation was built upon suppression by 
means of race, gender, ethnicity, and status.
237
 
This definition of the characteristic features of the Caribbean exactly matches the 
daily-life realities of poor cartageneros. The 500-year old history of the city is marked by 
continuous clashes between modernity and tradition. The kidnapped and enslaved 
newcomers from Africa had to deal with the harsh conditions of economic modernity or 
modern economy – called capitalism – whilst being anxious preserving their original 
cultural traditions – the only source of spiritual inspiration and cultural belonging in an 
unknown, hostile world. In the capitalist logic, Africans and, later, their Afro-American 
(meaning all people of African descent in the Americas and the Caribbean) offspring were 
structurally on the lowest level of the system, and in many cases not even regarded as 
humans but rather as things or ʻbodiesʼ. Apart from this, the European expansion and the 
trans-Atlantic slave trade – the two big triggers of the globalisation process – made black 
American and Caribbean inhabitants the socio-economically most disadvantaged group in 
the Western hemisphere. And they are until today because history is repeating itself. In the 
last 500 years, different phases of globalisation and, after independence and abolition, 
capitalist and neoliberal interference kept the African diaspora from emancipation and 
Afro-Americans one of the structurally most disadvantaged ethnic groups in the world. 
Further phases of diasporisation, social stratification aggravated by the urbanisation 
processes and rural violence, and oppression on race, gender and class impede people of 
African descent from escaping this vicious circle.  
For this reason, Palenque plays such an extraordinary part in champeta music. 
Since the 1970s, the village, formerly disregarded and isolated, turned into a mythical 
place about which the palenqueros speak with pride and other Colombians with respect. As 
mentioned by the interviewees Charles King and Elmer Pérez, Palenque is regarded as the 
most African place in Colombia.
238
 That is why it is important that it were palenqueros 
who first came up with the creation of an own, authentic champeta style and also explains 
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why their presence in this music has been so strong until today. The geographical 
proximity of Palenque to the city of Cartagena and the fact that many palenqueros inhabit 
the lower barrios of this city further illuminates the great success of this music in 
Cartagena. This authenticity may have also blocked the musical integration. Emphasis on 
Palenque and black resistance made champeta a music style too different from the mestizo 
society and impeded a potential mainstreaming. The fact that the champeta criolla artists 
saw themselves as continuing the chain of African music is underlined by Charles King 
who states in an interview that  
We wanted to be nourished by this African identity which we had lost in the colonial 
process. What we did was a synthesis of palenquero music based on percussion and on 
música africana. We saw that we had the same sensibility which had those who made 
music there in Africa.
239
  
The theory on Afro music in the diaspora and the insight into Afro-Colombian coastal 
music show, firstly, that Afro-descendants share a musical culture arisen out of shared 
historical experiences, despite the heterogeneity of their original ancestry. Music, secondly, 
unsheathes the shared interests which they have in common. By raising awareness of a 
broad African diaspora, it can further intensify an African identification. Making Afro-
descendants audible and, hence, visible, counteracts their societal exclusion. Claiming Afro 
music as part of an African heritage enlarges the African diaspora and strengthens a 
perceived feeling of solidarity. It provides members of that diaspora with a sense of 
belonging to a greater community than only the national one and, hence, with a stronger 
self-confidence which might culminate in political assertiveness, like demonstrated in 
Colombia with the Law 70.  
  This chapter has shown that the development of música africana into champeta 
criolla was pioneered by musicians from Palenque who modernised it and merged it with 
local traditional music. The cities of Cartagena and Barranquilla moved musically away 
from each other in this regard. After the Festival de Música del Caribe in which champeta 
was presented side by side with African and Afro-Caribbean tunes, it started to be played 
in the radio but still suffered a great much rejection and discrimination which can be 
explained by the theory of Bourdieu on habitus and cultural distinction. The informal 
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 ʻQueríamos alimentarnos de esa identidad africana que habíamos perdido por el proceso colonial. Lo que 
hicimos fue hacer una síntesis entre la música palenquera basada en la percusión y la música africana. Vimos 
que teníamos la misma sensibilidad que tenían quienes hacían música allá en África.ʼ Marco Bonilla, 
ʻCharles King: ʻLa Champeta surge de un anhelo por regresar a Áfricaʼʼ, Arcadia. 26 May 2015, 
http://www.revistaarcadia.com/musica/articulo/entrevista-charles-king-sobre-champeta/42741 (4 June 2015). 
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production of champeta music which began in the 1990s and with which the champeta 
singers detached themselves from the record industry, eventually gave it the long-needed 
breakthrough. These local developments were supported and influenced by transnational 
and global trends like multiculturalism and the awakening of the Caribbean African 
diaspora. The mentioned breakthrough, however, is limited to the region of La Costa 
where the linkage to the diaspora and emphasis on black resistance is strongest. 
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Conclusions 
This thesis set out to understand and explain the history of champeta music and its share in 
the social and societal changes for the Afro-Colombian population on the Caribbean coast, 
particularly in the two cities of Cartagena and Barranquilla, in the second half of the 
twentieth century. It focused on one of the most visible cultural expressions – music – 
aiming to uncover the ways in which socio-political developments influence and are 
influenced by music. This process has been explained in three parts: firstly, through the 
historical, political, and societal factors which have shaped and continue to shape society 
and political life of the Afro-Colombians on La Costa. Secondly, a detailed account of the 
arrival of música africana from the late 1960s on in Colombia and the consequent cover 
versions of it. And thirdly, the evolution of champeta criolla with emphasis on the social 
implications for the Afro-Colombia population. In parts two and three, the history of 
champeta has been embedded into national and international contexts. These include the 
rise of multiculturalism, comparisons to other Colombian music styles, globalisation 
processes, and the role of the African Caribbean diaspora.  
In order to answer the main questions of this thesis about the local popularity and 
the national rejection of champeta music, several causes have been put forward, and 
explained and discussed. To begin with, champeta did not become mainstream music 
because it was from the very beginning, with the arrival of música africana from Africa 
and the Caribbean, a music considered as too black. Blackness was rejected by the broader 
society because of the complex structure of Colombian national identity which emphasises 
ethnic differences as basis of its three-ethnic nature. The ethnic rejection was aggravated 
by class distinctions. As shown by means of Bourdieuʼs theory of distinction, the upper 
classes did not have a mental access to cultural expressions by the lower classes and 
instrumented the refusal of this culture to ensure the value of their own socio-cultural 
status. 
The insistence on blackness was the reason why the national music industry did not 
express an interest in incorporating it into their business model and, consequently, 
champeta was not mainstreamed, whitened (in the Colombian mestizo context) or 
homogenised. As opposed to music styles from, for instance, the US which were black and 
eventually did become popular, in the Colombian context – using the topic of mestizaje 
and nationalism – a music style becomes nationally accepted only when it adapts to certain 
mainstreaming processes. The fact that champetúos were proud of, and legitimised, the 
African heritage in their music rather than concealing it (which happened with other music 
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styles, as demonstrated) further strengthened the core ʻAfricannessʼ of the music and 
distanced champeta even further away from the processes of whitening and adaptation. 
The overwhelming popularity of champeta on La Costa has been explained by a 
series of local, national and global implications which favoured its great regional success, 
despite of the repressive social conditions under which it emerged and developed. Unlike 
other Colombian musics like cumbia and vallenato, champeta did not develop within the 
national context alone, but was nourished by música africana and promoted through the 
Festival del Caribe. The connection to Africanness and the African diaspora had long 
existed, but the festival functioned as a social trigger to definitely affirm an Afro identity in 
Cartagena and on La Costa. This identification with the diaspora emphasised the imagined 
linkage to Africa, and further reinforced the champetúos in the path they were striking.  
Although champeta has struggled to establish itself whilst being lower-class music, 
Afro-Colombians were by that time not as ʻinvisibleʼ as they had been when, for instance, 
cumbia arrived on the scene. The rise of multiculturalism, the new Constitution and the 
Law 70 as an outcome of this, affirmed the Afro-Colombians in their desire for an own 
culture, which manifested itself as a specific music style. They emancipated themselves 
from the restrictive music industry and took the production of champeta criolla into their 
own hands, turning it into an informal, alternative business. The role of the palenqueros is 
of foremost importance because it grants the champeta movement a clear emphasis on 
black resistance and Afro pride. At the same time, it is important to explain the limitation 
of the success of champeta to La Costa.  
Champeta has remained marginal and regarded as low-class music well into the 
twenty-first century, but the positive international reception has given self-confidence to 
the musicians and consumers alike, and contributes to a slowly increasing acceptance of 
the music within Colombia as well. The letter by the Colombian President to champeta 
producer Manuel Reyes in the introduction to this thesis, bears witness to this trend. 
Today, champeta is getting more and more popular on a national scale and the new 
champeta urbana is slowly winning its ground in Bogotá. Since music, as we have seen, 
functions as a social and societal mirror, there is reason for hope that the socio-cultural and 
political situation of the Afro-Colombian population is developing into a similar direction. 
With respect to Viviano Torres mentioning the racial discrimination he faced in the 1980s, 
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ʻI think Colombian society was not ready for a famous black manʼ,240 it seems that there is 
reason to believe that this is changing.  
 This thesis has shown that music has the potential to uncover and retrace social 
developments. The engagement with cultural expressions of minority groups also reflects a 
scholarly interest in these groups; of a cultural but also of social and political nature. The 
growing academic interest in the matter of Afro-Colombians emphasises this. In the 
Colombian context, academic work has long focussed on musicology and 
ethnomusicology. It is only in the last few decades that contributions on music as a social 
and cultural mirror appeared on the screen. This thesis joins the existing literature on social 
change, globalisation and modernity through the eyes of music in twentieth-century 
Colombia. However, historical contributions are the exception; the focus lies on 
contemporary anthropology. With this thesis I extend the approach towards champeta; 
through new avenues of enquiry. Historiographically, earlier work had focussed on the city 
of Cartagena and its links to the Caribbean; giving a local and a transnational focus. I 
added regional, national and international considerations to this narrative. These include 
the impact of the nearby city of Barranquilla and the village of Palenque, the comparison to 
other Colombian music styles, and the influence of global developments like 
multiculturalism and the civil rights movements.  
 In conclusion, the elements which made champeta regionally popular on La Costa 
are precisely those elements which hindered its acceptance on a national level, namely, the 
focus on blackness, the African diaspora, and the visible and audible claim to space (which 
happens very literally via the picós) by the lower classes. This happened in a country in 
which segregation by means of class and ethnicity is regional (La Costa being considered 
as black). Due to the high stratification of the Colombian society, different ethnic groups 
do not meet that easily and it is the white majority who rule on the matter of culture. This 
mestizo majority, however, is geographically, class-wise, and culturally situated too far 
away from the Afro-Colombians, so that a broader acceptance without a significant change 
in the music (i.e. ʻwhiteningʼ) has not taken place. The example of champeta music shows 
that it has become possible for Afro-Colombians to create and emphasise their very own 
cultural practices. The local and regional popularity of champeta has led to an increased 
societal self-assurance and growing assertiveness in socio-political issues. However, Afro-
Colombian culture – although more accepted than before – takes place outside mainstream 
society and experiences insuperable regional limitations.  
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 ʻYo creo que la sociedad colombiana no estaba preparada para un negro famoso.ʼ Torres, Interview. 
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